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Executive summary
Recently local governance and decentralisation in Bangladesh have received increased recognition by the
government and the donor community. This document is a useful source of information for any organization
involved or working in LG issues. The first part presents a need assessment in capacity building activities of
three Union Parishads (UPs) in Sunamganj District, evaluating their knowledge and skills to perform as elected
bodies. These UPs are also compared to two trained and well performing UPs in Rajshahi Division to show the
level of performance that could be reached by specific capacity building activities. The second part of the
document gives an overview of the relevant institutions playing a role in improving local governance at the local
level. Relevant local governance projects and their approaches are described. Existing capacity building
materials are also indexed.
It is not surprising that the level of knowledge and skills of the UPs in Sunamganj are lower than the ones
interviewed in Rajshahi Division. The gap in the information and knowledge level between civil society, female
and male UP members, secretaries and chairmen is much bigger in Sunamganj. Additionally the level of
participation and transparency is much lower than in Rajshahi. It should be noted that the UPs in Rajshahi
received intense training and support for participatory processes and that the UPs of Sunamganj have a great
opportunity to improve their performances through an adapted capacity building programme.
Recommended training topics for building capacities of UPs, civil society or Upazila are presented in a priority
list. Training methods should focus on exercises, group discussions and on the job training as a must to enable
the participants to process what they have learned and put it into practice. Emphasis should be given to
exchange visits and the sharing of experiences and best practices. Quality training material and specialized
resource persons should also be shared. The attached index of organizations working on local governance
related projects in Sunamganj may help in the identification of potential local resource partners.
Over the years, a number of institutions including government agencies, NGOs, civil society and development
partners have been actively involved in strengthening the local governance process in Bangladesh. Within the
governmental institutions, NIGL is strongly involved in capacity building, using BARD and RDA as resource
partners, whereas LGED and BRDB focus their local governance projects on infrastructure and rural
development. The NGOs work mainly at the local level (community and UPs) on awareness development,
promotion of transparency and accountability and community participation. The civil society organizations, such
as Bangladesh Union Parishads Forum (BUPF) are principally engaged in policy advocacy for decentralization.
The development partners sponsor a number of local governance projects implemented by the NGOs and have
initiated, in partnership with the government of Bangladesh, some bigger pilot projects. Besides strengthening
the local level (UP and communities), these projects aim to provide additional funds to UPs and strengthen the
monitoring system of the government.
An index presents the existing training modules for building capacities of stakeholders. A big range of material
has been developed and should be shared and emphasized in order to avoid new projects to develop duplicate
material. Ideally one institution could take the role of a central service provider by gathering, developing and
diffusing all kinds of specific training materials to interested stakeholders.
Local governance is one of the 4 pillars of SDC's country programme in Bangladesh and it is perceived as an
effective strategy to contribute to poverty reduction, the program's overall goal. SDC is about to start local
interventions in its two geographical areas of concentration: Rajshahi Division and Sunamganj District. For this
reason SDC wanted to have an overview of the actions of local governance in Bangladesh, focusing on capacity
building activities.
This work has been accomplished by Pascale Aubert, intern within SDC Bangladesh provided by the
postgraduate course in developing countries (NADEL) of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich.
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Introduction
Recently local governance and decentralisation in Bangladesh have received increased recognition by the
government so as to observe within Bangladesh's poverty reduction strategy (PRS), which highlights the key role
of local government. As a result of this trend, it is also to observed that the donor community is more willing to
coordinate respective support activities.
Local governance is one of the 4 pillars of SDC's country programme in Bangladesh. The ultimate goal for SDC
is to make an effective contribution to poverty reduction through a more participative and responsive, transparent
and accountable system of local governance This would lead to more democratic participation and more
effective and equitable local development. The SDC local governance programme follows a two part strategy -
promote and support policy reforms at the central level and strengthen and improve the existing system at the
local level while using existing potential.
At the national level SDC contributes to continuous policy dialogue resulting in positive reforms and at the same
time tries to enable broad participation by relevant stakeholders in the reform process (local government bodies,
civil society organizations, private sector, think tanks etc.). In line with the PRS and with close coordination to
other committed donors the SDC contributes to the design of a joint government-donor program on
decentralization.
At the local level SDC's comprehensive interventions on local governance will concentrate on two main regions:
Rajshahi and Sunamganj, where different programme components are implemented, i.e. livelihood
empowerment of poor and extreme poor, microfinance, minorities' education, water supply, sanitation and
rehabilitation. By aspiring to build on current achievement and to complement projects in the two regions in such
way that local governance components will be specifically addressed and further developed, SDC's strategy is to
search for synergies between existing components and regional local governance programmes in order to
increase SDC's effects on poverty reduction.
In light of the local interventions to be started in 2006, SDC needed to look into two particular issues First, SDC
was interested to assess the needs of the Union Parishads in Sunamganj District in terms of capacity building on
local governance. Second, in order to more easily develop synergies, SDC was interested to have a global
picture of relevant institutions and projects playing a major role in local governance in Bangladesh and, more
specifically, on the resource institutions building capacities of local government bodies.
This document addresses these two issues. In a first part it describes the skills and knowledge of three Union
Parishads (UPs) in Sunamganj District for performing their roles as local elected bodies and compares them with
two well performing UPs in Rajshahi Divison. The second part of the document gives an overview of the actions
on local governance in Bangladesh, describing the institutions and project approaches and indexing the existing
training material for building capacities of UPs and civil society. This document is a useful source of information
for any organization interested in local governance issues or already working on such issues. We see it as a
“facilitator” for enhancing exchanges and synergies between relevant organizations.
This work has been accomplished by Pascale Aubert an intern within SDC Bangladesh provided by the
of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETH).
Mrs. Pascale Aubert worked together with Mr. Sudipto Chowdhury as translator-assistant and the support of Dr.
Salahuddin Aminuzzaman, Professor of Public Administration - University of Dhaka.
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UP need assessment in capacity building - District of Sunamganj and
comparison with well performing UPs in Sirajganj and Rajshahi District

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
Evaluation of the existing and missing knowledge and skills of Sunamganj UPs for performing their roles and
responsibilities as local elected bodies. Comparison with two well performing UPs in Rajshahi Division which
have received specific training on local governance, in order to understand possible performance levels.
Recommendations of capacity building topics for improving the UP performances in Sunamganj and
suggestions on training methodology and processes.
List of organizations implementing local governance related project in Sunamganj District and potential
partner institutions for future interventions of local governance in Sunamganj.
Description of relevant institutions playing a role in improving local governance at the local level in
Bangladesh with specific attention on building capacities of UPs and civil society on local governance
issues.
Description of relevant local governance projects and the approaches used in their interventions.
Index of existing pedagogical materials and training modules on Local Governance for the different tiers of
the local government and civil society, developed by different institutions and/or projects.
This document is not a complete compilation of all institutions working on local governance issues in Bangladesh
nor all local governance projects being implemented. For time purpose a selection of agencies and projects had
to be made. Priority was given to institutions having a strong focus in capacity building activities.
This document does not give a qualitative judgment on local governance projects or institutions. It aims at
presenting the institutions and projects without making an assessment on the outputs or impacts of the projects.
The approaches are explained in order to understand the different interventions used for achieving project
objectives. This point also applies for the training material, whose quality is not assessed in this document.
This document does not take into account the urban tier of local government in Bangladesh. The presented
projects focus on rural areas. The training material presented in this document is therefore mainly for Union
Parishad and not Municipalities or City Corporation. Some institutions such as NILG, Rupantar, and NUK have
also training for these tiers of local government.
Local governance actors, project approaches, and
capacity building material
Limitations
, ,
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UP need assessment in capacity building - District of Sunamganj
and comparison with well performing UPs in Sirajganj and
Rajshahi District
The Sunamganj District has been, to a great extent, deprived of local governance interventions that have been
carried out in other parts of the country. For this reason there is little information on the actual performance of
Sunamganj UPs with regards to local governance issues. Below, the needs assessment in capacity building
evaluates three UPs in Sunamganj District on the knowledge and skills existing or missing, needed to perform
their roles and responsibilities as local elected bodies. In order to have an idea of the level of performance that
can be reached through specific capacity building, two further assessments have been carried out in two
particularly well performing UPs of Rajshahi Division, which have both received intensive training on local
governance.
,
FIRST PART
The Union Parishads of Sunamganj District have never received any kind of local governance training or projects
involving capacity building. They have only received the NILG driven 3-day training on UP roles & responsibilities
since 2003 elections.
The two Union Parishads in Sirajganj and Rajshahi District have both received a wide range of trainings on UP
roles and responsibilities, office management, project management, financial management and have been
assisted in holding participatory budget and planning meetings for more than 3 years. These trainings were given
through the SLGDF project of UNDP and a local NGO called Sacheton respectively.
The assessments, held between June and September 2005, were made during 1 to 2 hours semi-structured
interviews with the following persons:
This training was judged to be of bad quality in some UPs. It seems that part of it was
basically an orientation on governmental procedures and Upazila activities within current affairs. One UP
received a 3-day training on UP roles and responsibilities given by LGED, which they evaluated as well
organized, interesting and useful.
Methodology
The needs assessment has been performed in five Union Parishads:
Union Parishad Upazila District Division
Lakhmanshree
Fathepur
Bordol Dakshin
Dhangara
Haripur
Sunamganj Sadar
Bischwambarpur
Tahirpur
Raiganj
Paba
Sunamganj
Sunamganj
Sunamganj
Sirajganj
Rajshahi
Syhlet
Syhlet
Syhlet
Rajshahi
Rajshahi








Chairman
Secretary
3 female UP members together
3 male UP members separately
whole UP Council (focus group discussion)
5 to 10 key informants from the community*
UNO of Upazila with PIO, LGED Engineer if
available
DDLG of the District
In the UPs of Sunamganj District In the UPs of Siraganj and Rajshahi Districts





Chairman
Secretary
3 female UP members together
3 male UP members together
5 to 10 key informants from the community*
The number of interviews was reduced for time
purposes. If some of the information contains less
detail, we are of the opinion that it does not affect
the general picture of the output.
* Key informants were composed of Gram Sarkar representative, Imam, school / madrasa teacher, farmer, fisherman, NGO
representative, governmental extension staff representative
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In each interview a list of topics related to the functioning of the UP were discussed. The syntheses of each
discussed point are presented in the frame below.
The meeting with UNO and other governmental officials in Sunamganj District were less structured and based on
an open discussion about UNO's opinions of UP performance or the coordination between the UP and UNO.
At the end of the interview round in Sunamganj a final discussion was held with the Deputy Director Local
Governance of the District in order to have his point of view on the skills and capacities of the UPs.
General UP members have a limited vision of their roles
and responsibilities. They mainly refer to the concrete
act iv i t ies which are schemes select ion and
implementation at ward level and relief distribution. In
general, they don't take any initiative for the development
of their community
The secretaries are clear about UP affairs and
procedures as they perform office management tasks;
generally they are slightly more aware of the supposed
development role of UP but are not themselves active to
pursue changes.
Chairmen, like the secretaries, know about the UP
procedures (budget, grants, …) but are not much more
aware of the development role the UP should have. Only
one chairman took initiative for reaching 100% sanitation
in his Union by hiring young women in each ward to raise
awareness and monitor the use of latrines.
Members of the civil society are slightly aware of the roles
UPs should have. Only a few persons mentioned that
UPs should involve the community and take initiatives
more regularly.
In comparison with the UP in Sunamganj both UPs in
Sirajganj and Rajshahi have a better understanding of the
roles of UPs. All respondents mentioned UP roles for the
development of relevant issues (education, sanitation,
agriculture…) as well as schemes for implementation and
relief distribution.
Knowledge on roles and function of governmental officials and extension staff
General UP members and civil society are aware of the
concrete activities of the extension staff working in their
Union (family planning, health, agriculture), but they are
not aware of missing activities from staff at the Union
level (public health, fishery …); they slightly aware of
roles of department officials at the Upazila level.
Secretary and chairmen are not always very clear about
the real roles of officials at the Upazila level but know
about their activities because they have contact with
them.
In both Unions the extension staff is almost always
present at the UP meetings, which was seldom the case
in the Sunamganj UPs. Most people have knowledge
about the activities and roles of governmental staff and
officials.
2 UPs in Sirajganj and Rajshahi District having
received capacity building in Local Governance
3 UPs in Sunamganj District without previous
capacity building in Local Governance
Functions and roles of local government
Knowledge on UP ordinances, roles and responsibilities
Synthesis of UPs present and missing skills of assessed UPs
in Sunamganj, Sirajgonj and Rajshahi Districts
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Standing committees
Most of the standing committees are not functional even if
4 or 5 are formally formed on paper. Except some
chairmen or secretaries, hardly anyone knows how many
standing committees should exist at UP level and what
their roles should be. Many of them are unaware of or
misunderstand standing committees; they confuse
standing committees with Gram Sarkar committees and
Project Implementation committees.
Even chairmen and secretaries are not all aware of the 13
committees, they are mostly unable to name even the
formed committees of their UP or explain what these do.
All interviewed people know about the 13 standing
committees but not all the committees are formed and
active. Most people know about the activities of the
functioning standing committees.
In Dhangara Union (Sirajganj) no civil society member is
involved in the standing committees so the information
flow is not guaranteed; furthermore there is no formal
reporting of the activities of the committees in regular UP
meetings.
In Haripur Union (Rajshahi) elite people are involved in
the 4 formed committees and all members assist the
regular UP meetings where each committee reports its
activities.
Village court
The knowledge of laws and rights seem to be limited and
very dependent on the personal experiences of the
interviewed person. Village court is not functional in some
UPs, it is functional in others; however even if the village
court is active the civil society does not know the
procedure.
In both UPs the village court sits each week and the
procedure is known by everybody as well by the
community.
Financial management
UP-based revenues
Except some female members most UP members know
about the different sources of revenue. The answers
given about the amount of tax collection were not the
same between members who evaluate the collection. The
female members generally have no idea regarding tax
collection amounts. The secretary and chairman referred
to inconsistent amounts.
In one Union UP members expressed the wish to be
informed about UP revenue amounts but have not been
successful so far.
The civil society knows about the different sources of
revenue but has no idea of amount.
Tax collection level is between 20 and 30%.
Everybody, even female UP members and civil society
members, have knowledge about the sources of revenue
and taxes but not everybody is aware of the amounts
collected.
In both Unions, tax collection levels are higher than 50%
Use of tax
Members generally don't know what the taxes are used
for. They guess the taxes are used for office stationary,
salary of police… etc. In some case they tried to get the
information but were not successful. Even chairmen and
secretaries do not give the same answer about tax use.
Civil society members do not know.
Most of the people mention the same uses with some
small divergences.
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Budget procedure and knowledge on budget
In Dhangara Union (Sirajganj) the UNDP project funds
budget is presented to the community for discussion and
adjustment. The regular government budget is not public,
only the chairman and secretary know about it.
In Haripur Union (Rajshahi) the whole budget is
presented to the public in a meeting where discussion
and adjustment can occur.
Audit
Most female UP members are not aware of audits; male
UP members know audits sometimes happen, but are not
informed of the results or how problems, if any, are
solved.
Chairmen and secretaries know the procedures and how
often they are audited. They say there are mainly no
problems, if so these are discussed and solved in a UP
meeting.
Civil society members are not informed and are mostly
unaware of audits.
All UP and civil society members know about the audits
proceeded by different tiers of government. The results
are displayed in UP meetings but there is no formal
information given to the community.
Office management
Office opening
In most cases offices are said to be opened 6 days a
week, mainly through village police. However there is no
systematic presence of any members including chairmen
and secretaries, nor fixed times to find them in the UP
Office if necessary. Community people locate the
chairman through his mobile and meet him directly at his
house or business place.
The offices in both UPs are opened every day, the
chairmen and secretaries are present every day.
None of the visited Union had ever conducted a
participatory budget meeting.
Budgets are made by chairmen and secretaries and
submitted in UP meetings. The budget is read orally and
there is very little scope for changes. Female members
generally do not understand the budget and male
members understand only a little more. Two Unions
mentioned the involvement of Gram Sarkar, but there was
no confirmation of this information by Gram Sarkar
members. There is no real participation of community
people nor is the community informed on budget matters
at any time.
Book keeping
The secretaries seem to give at least one piece of
information on expenses/revenue of the previous year at
the annual budget UP meeting. UP members hardly
mentioned this information, women less than men.
In two Unions UP members can look at the book keeping
if they wish but nobody does so. In the other Union UP
male members are interested to look at the book keeping
but are not allowed.
Female UP members generally have no idea about the
book keeping.
None of the Unions have any internal inspection
committees.
In both UPs the book keeping is displayed during the
annual budget meeting and everybody can look at the
book keeping at any time.
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UP meetings
UP meetings occur on a fixed monthly basis plus special
meetings for grants and relief issues. In one Union the
meetings are only called based on Upazila letters.
Civil society is mainly aware of the frequency of UP
meetings through informal contact, but are not invited to
attend nor are they formally informed.
Chairmen select topics and facilitate, secretaries send
invitations and write meeting minutes. In only one Union a
notice board is used to hang up the meeting minutes but
only 5 to 8 persons are regular readers of the board.
Most of the UP members and all the female members do
not know what a meeting minute is. The members sign
the minutes without reading or understanding what they
are. Some members may be illiterate. When a member is
not present in the meeting he is made to sign the minutes
afterward. In one Union the UP members never sign any
meeting minutes.
There is no formal information given to the community on
issues discussed and decisions made in UP meetings. In
some cases, the UP members formally inform their
respective Gram Sarkar only regarding major issues
(grants, VGF cards beneficiaries selection)
In both Unions the agenda is set up by the secretary and
the chairman, based on the UPs latest activities and
Upazila related affaires.
In Haripur Union the meeting minutes of the previous
meeting are automatically read at the beginning of each
session.
Register keeping
The number of registers kept in the 3 visited Unions
ranged from 12 to 22 registers. The secretaries are in
charge of the registers. Chairmen often don't know how
many registers are kept nor what they are.
UP members are generally not aware of registers. Some
know they exist, but don't know exactly how many are
maintained and are only able to name a few of them.
Civil society members, with some exception, do not know
about registers.
Both UPs have more than 30 registers and every member
can name several of them except the civil society
members in Dhangara Union (Sirajganj) who only
mentioned the cash book.
Participation, info-sharing
Selection of VGF cards beneficiaries
The selection is said to be made by respective UP
members in their own wards with the involvement of
Gram Sarkar and elite people. However the civil society
say in some case that they are not involved in the
selection, or if so don't have any weight in the decision
making. In some cases changes in the list were reported
and civil society suspect chairmen and secretaries keep
VGF cards for their relatives and friends.
Both UPs make the selection at the ward level with Gram
Sarkar. UPs do not make any changes to the proposed
ward lists.
Information to community
There is no formal information on the UPs decisions and
activities given to the community. One notice board is
present in one UP. Sometimes formal information is given
In Dhangara Union (Sirajganj) there is a notice board in
each ward, where information and meeting minutes are
hung up.
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Participation of community
Gram Sarkar and some elite people are slightly involved
in VGF cards selection and scheme selection in their
wards. However the real influence of their participation on
the decisions is often questioned.
Two Unions mentioned the participation of Gram Sarkar in
annual budget meetings but this was not confirmed by the
Gram Sarkar members.
No other type of involvement of the community was
mentioned.
In Dhangara Union (Sirajganj) the community participates
at ward meetings in the selection of schemes and at the
participatory budget meeting.
In Haripur Union (Rajshahi) the community participates in
UP affairs through the standing committees and the
participatory budget meetings.
to Gram Sarkar and elite people at the ward level by the
respective UP member. In other cases some information
is given informally in the market or private places.
In rare case a formal information meeting is organized by
a Project Implementation committee at the village level
before the beginning of a scheme, involving the nearby
community members.
In Haripur Union (Rajshahi) there is one notice board in
UP office and a somewhat formal information flow to the
civil society through Gram Sarkar.
Planning
Annual development plan
For all three Unions ADP includes a submission of a
scheme list for receiving governmental grants. There is no
real development vision and most projects are
infrastructure schemes.
UP members say that Gram Sarkar and elite people are
involved in scheme selection in each ward, which does
not always seem to be the case. The list of schemes is
finalized in a UP meeting (mainly the schemes are
collected, and sometimes prioritized) before they are
submitted to the Upazila. It is not a participative process,
as the final decision is made by the chairman, who has
the ability to change things during discussions at the
Upazila level. UNO might have an influence on decisions.
Cost evaluation for scheme is rarely done at the ward
level but is done by the chairman.
There is no information given to the community about the
process of selection. When the grants are distributed for
the chosen schemes, the respective UP members form a
Project Implementation committee. Even then the
community is not formally informed.
In both Unions the scheme selection is made at the ward
level with involvement of Gram Sarkar and elite peoples.
A prioritization of the schemes is provided at the UP
level.
Schemes implementations
The Project Implementation committee (PIC) is formed by
chairman and respective ward UP members who select
as members whoever they want from the community.
Gram Sarkar is sometimes involved in the selection. The
PIC chairperson is the respective ward UP member. This
person manages everything: payments, laborer selection,
work monitoring. Other members are only involved in
The Project Implementation committee (PIC) not only
implements the schemes but also prepares the final
reports and bills. Both Unions have supervision
committees, which supervise the work implemented by
PIC.
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monitoring. Most PIC members know about the cost of
the scheme but community people rarely know about it.
Sometimes the community living near the scheme is
informed before work begins through a formal meeting,
but only rarely.
The Upazila engineers make the scheme design, pre-
and post-measurements and supervise. PIC members
don't know how to prepare the final report and bills, so the
engineers prepare them although they are not habilitated
to do so.
In Dhangara Union (Sirajganj) community people don't
know the costs of schemes.
In Haripur Union (Rajshahi) a notice board is fixed near
the scheme and costs are displayed.
5-year-plan
No Union possesses a multi-year-plan.
One chairman mentioned a plan for internal use, which is
just a list of schemes.
Haripur Union (Rajshahi) has one multi-year-plan but not
everybody is aware of it.
Plan book
The Unions have maps given by LGED but these are not
updated. They don't use them and don't know what they
are for
No
Coordination and networking
Coordination with stakeholders
Generally the UPs are passive and don't take initiative for
having coordination with the stakeholders active in the
Union boundaries. NGOs only coordinate with respective
UP ward members when necessary. Civil society
members know about the NGOs working in their ward.
The governmental extension staff is sometimes invited to
UP meetings but the UPs are not aware of their plans.
Coordination with department officials happens at the
Upazila level with the presence of chairmen but the
information remains at this level.
UPs have no understanding of means of coordination for
developing synergy and joining efforts with stakeholders
in order to reach development goals more quickly and
efficiently. This is an unknown concept for most UP and
civil society members.
In Dhangara Union (Sirajganj) some coordination occurs
when needed with NGOs and governmental staff who
sometimes assist in UP meetings.
In Haripur Union (Rajshahi) NGOs and governmental staff
are regularly invited and present in UP monthly meetings.
BUPF
Out of all interviewed persons one chairman is a member
of BUPF at the division level and one UP member is
member at the district level. Three other people had
heard about BUPF but do not know exactly what they do
The chairman of Haripur Union is president of the
Divisional Committee of BUPF. All UP members are
invited to BUPF meetings at the Upazila level.
Gender
Female participation
In general the participation of female UP members is very
weak, even if they themselves do not say so. They have
mostly the same activities as the male members. In one
In both UPs female UP members are active and seen as
quickly improving their skills (Sirajganj) and more reliable
than men (Rajshahi).
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Union female members seemed strong and willing to
bring about changes, which was a source of conflict with
the UP's male members and it's chairman.
The participation of women is dependant on the
openness of the chairman.
Civil society members think that elected female UP
members are not educated and have no power in front of
the chairman and other male UP members. The level of
education is very low in some female UP members , and
some seem to be illiterate. Better educated women
generally belong to middle class families which are more
conservative and do not allow women to participate in
politics.
Men show more respect towards women than is the case
in Sunamganj District. Female UP members in both
Unions in Rajshahi and Sirajganj are more educated than
female UP members in Sunamganj.
General remarks
There is a huge difference of information level and
knowledge between civil society, female and male UP
members, and secretaries and chairmen. Female
members are in almost all cases less aware of UP affairs
than male members.
Chairmen (sometimes with secretaries) have the power
and make decisions. The chairman is seen as the
authority and hardly anybody dares to oppose him. Some
participation occurs whenever the chairman is willing for it
to happen.
Members of Parliament sometimes seem to intervene in
distributing funds to certain wards and persons
overlapping the authority of UP. Governmental
appartenance may play a role.
There is no real participation and involvement of the
community in the UP's affairs. There is no opportunity for
poor people to speak out. The UPs fear that more
participation of community members will raise its
expectations and create problems. Civil society members
feel that UP members are more interested in self serving
interests than work for the welfare of the community.
In both Unions the gap in the information and knowledge
level between civil society, female and male UP
members, secretaries and chairmen is quite small.
Female members may still be less aware or informed
than male members on some issues, they have a good
level of education and knowledge.
In Dhangara Union (Sirajganj) the level of participation
and transparency is high for issues concerning UNDPF
project funds but not yet for normal ADP grants.
In Haripur Union (Rajshahi) the level of knowledge and
participation for the whole UP affairs is high and induced
by the personality of the chairman who wants people to
participate in all decisions.
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The UNOs provided one training session to the UP after the last election under mandate and
supervision from NILG. These training sessions were information sessions about Upazila
procedures and should not be called training. The UNOs are not concerned with capacity building
in UPs because their resources are limited and they have other priorities. Two of the three UNOs
interviewed expressed their concerns that UPs should be given more freedom and become more
independent financially and functionally from the Upazila.
Output of the interviews with the UNOs in Sunamganj District
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Output of the interview with the Deputy Director Local Governance (DDLG) of Sunamganj District
The DDLG is unable to fulfill his roles as advisor and supervisor on the UPs affairs because he is
very busy with other tasks. He did not express any plan or vision for improving and developing the
skills and functionality of the UPs. He thinks that if UP were provided with additional funds by any
project, a key element would be to have a facilitator accompany the UP in all steps of the process
in order to teach them new ways of managing funds and projects and also to supervise the use of
the funds.
Recommendations of capacity building topics to improve
local governance
Out of nine proposed training topics related to local governance, the three UPs prioritized the
following six topics as very interesting and useful: law and judicial process, coordination and
networking, roles and responsibility of UP, planning and implementation, citizens roles in UP,
financial management (tax, funds, budgeting); the three last topics were not considered relevant
comparatively: participatory process, gender issues, transparency and accountability. Some
persons suggested additional training topics: IGA, health and education issues, disaster
management.
The recommended topics below were identified through the analysis of the interviews with the UPs
and ranked according to our perception of the needs for improving the performance of the UPs
functions. The priorities expressed by the UP members were also taken into account.
Not surprisingly the level of knowledge and skills of the UPs in Sunamganj District are lower than
the UPs interviewed in the Sirajganj and Rajshahi Districts. The gap in the information and
knowledge levels between civil society members, female and male UP members, secretaries and
chairmen are much greater in Sunamganj whereas the level of participation and transparency is
much lower than in Rajshahi. It should be noted that the interviewed Unions in Sirajganj and
Rajshahi Districts have received several years of intense training and are the best performing UPs
in their regions and that the UPs of Sunamganj have a great opportunity to improve their
performances through an adapted capacity building programme. The comparative low performance
of Sunamganj District in terms of socio-economic matters could imply a slower pace of
improvement in the performance of the UPs of this District. Any capacity building programme
should be adapted to take into account the given comparative disadvantage based on the region's
context.
Conclusions
Topics Details For Upz For UP For CS
1. Functions of local government
Roles and
responsibilities
Roles and responsibilities of UP for the development of the
Union
Roles and responsibilities of secretary and chairman
Roles and activities of governmental officials and extension
staff at Upazila and Union level
Role of the standing committees or other committees for the
development activities of the Union
Composition of committees (link UP community)
Concrete examples of activities and work organization
for each standing committee
Role of Gram Sarkar as interface between UP and
community
Role of community for supporting UP in the Union
development


Governmental
procedure and
coordination
Procedure and coordination between UP and government for
grant, relief, audits, budget, accountability, development
projects…
Networking Identification and understanding of roles and activities of
stakeholders (gov. staff, NGOs… ), development of network
Collaboration,
coordination
Identification of scope for collaboration and synergies
between stakeholders (strategic thinking)
Village court Structure, organization and functioning of village court
Laws and human rights
2. Office management
Registers Register maintenance, utility of registers, info-sharing
3. Financial management and planning
Tax and UP revenue Collection and use of tax
Participative decision for tax use as a way to increase tax
collection and make the community benefit
Budget What is a budget, how to prepare and read a budget
Participatory budgeting process, which benefit and how to
proceed (training through real practice)
Book keeping What is book keeping, how to read it
Procedure, control mechanism, internal inspection
Audit What is it and why, who make sit when… audit procedure
Understanding audit results, solving problems
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Annual
Development Plan
and Multi-Annual
Plans
What is development? (more than infrastructure!); what is a
development vision? How to develop a common
development vision
What is a Development Plan (DP) for? Identification of needs
and solutions
Planning process and involvement of community for a DP
Project planning How to plan a project at Union level (not for scheme
implementation but for instance 100% sanitation); exercise
with concrete example
Step of planning: objectives and related activities, roles &
responsibilities, monitoring, partners, …
Plan book What is it? (tool) How to be used and updated?
Scheme
implementation
PIC task and roles, project management, info-sharing
Scheme maintenance planning, ownership from community
4. Participation, info-sharing, accountability, transparency
Participation Why participation, what means participation (more than
being present!), awareness raising on roles of civil society in
UP activities
Levels of participation (giving opinion, participate to
decisions, having a concrete role in activities, …)
Managing participation in meetings and process (budget,
ADP, PIC…)
Decision process Ways to proceed decision or selection in a participative and
democratic manner in a group
Information sharing Why info-sharing, which info, when and how to share
information: direct meeting UP-community; through
networking (committees, GS, NGOs…); notice board
Meetings Different type of meeting (information, coordination,
decision), agenda set-up, facilitation from different persons
according to responsibilities and lead, participation,
democratic decision process, minute keeping, information
sharing
Accountability and
transparency
What is it? Who is accountable to whom? Process of
accountability
Social control, active participation of civil society (in decision
and implementation) as a guarantee of accountability and
transparency
Info-sharing
5. Gender
Role of UP female
members
Roles and responsibilities of female UP members in UP
development activities, comportment of male and female
members in a working relationship
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Identification of institutions implementing projects related
to local governance in Sunamganj District
No local governance projects have been carried out in Sunamganj District. Several institutions working in
Sunamganj are implementing projects which have local governance components. Appendice A1 present the list
of these institutions and their activities related to local governance. Some of theses institutions could be
considered as future potential partners for building capacity of UPs and civil society members on local
governance issues.
Regarding training methods, the trainings will only create long lasting impact if the skills learned can be put into
practice and used immediately by the participants. Too much theoretical information is not convenient because
people are not used to conceptualized information and are unable to concentrate during long lectures. Exercises,
group discussions and on the job training are necessary to enable the participants to process what they have
learned and put it into practice. One isolated training on specific topics which would not be revised does not
make sense. The capacity building training should be provided as a learning process, in which the knowledge is
transmitted, used, consolidated and built upon. In this regard capacity building should be part of a broader project
on local governance, providing related processes, such as participatory meetings, decision taking processes, UP
project planning and implementation, fund management etc.
An emphasis should be given to exchange visits, specifically at the beginning of the capacity building process.
Assisting at a participatory planning or budgeting meeting, or a meeting of a functioning standing committee can
help members understand more quickly the whole process and idea behind it than a good theoretical
explanation. A sharing platform could also be formed in order for UPs and civil society members to share their
experiences and favored practices.
Synergies should be created between the capacity building actors working in one given region. These actors
could gain a lot by sharing their experiences and favored practices. They could also exchange their training
materials and specialized resource persons on specific issues.
Gender Condition and status of men and women in rural areas
Gender equity, children & women related issues
Problems and benefits of women for establish the leadership
6. Special trainings
Development
related issues
health, water, sanitation, human rights, birth registration…
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Local governance actors, project approaches and capacity
building material
The second part of this document focuses on the institutions in Bangladesh playing a relevant role in improving
local government bodies in Bangladesh, especially those who carry on capacity building interventions in UPs or
civil societies. The presented institutions have, to a certain extent, specialized in local governance projects and
therefore are in possession of valuable knowledge, resource persons and materials. Relevant local governance
projects implemented by these actors are also presented. This should highlight the current intervention
approaches used in local governance projects in Bangladesh in order to have a picture of what is being done,
where and how. Capacity building of the local government bodies is a crucial issue, an index shows the existing
pedagogical material developed and used by the institutions in various projects. It illustrates what exists and
could be used or built upon, instead of each organization or project having to develop duplicate materials.
An overview on the interventions within local governance was collected through a literature review, stocktaking
documents, and discussions with local governance experts and institutions. Not all active institutions and projects
could be presented in detail in this document and so for time purposes a selection was made. The choice was
made based on discussion with Mr. Aminuzzaman and SDC team, according to the relevance of the institutions
in terms of capacity building and the level of interventions of the projects.
The information on the institutions, projects and training material were collected between May and August 2005,
in most cases both through discussions with project coordinators at the head office of the organization and
through field visits. The pedagogical materials have been mainly collected at the head office of each
organization.
The institutions are presented in the form of “identity cards”, which give key information on their status, roles and
areas of interventions. A list of all presented institutions with their addresses can be found in appendice A5. The
projects are also presented in the form of a card with relevant headings on the project approaches. The headings
were selected after having visited various projects and noting the more frequent interventions and approaches
used by the projects to reach its objectives. The appendice A2 presents the headings frame to be found on the
project cards. A synthesis of the project approaches is to be found in appendice A3.
The pedagogical materials are indexed according to the organization/project they belong to. The topics
developed in the training modules are listed and some additional information on the beneficiaries and frequency
of the trainings are given.
Over the years, a number of institutions including government agencies, NGOs, civil society and development
partners have been actively involved in strengthening the local governance process in Bangladesh.
Methodology
Overview on the actors of local governance in Bangladesh
SECOND PART
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GoB
Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development & Cooperatives
Local Government Division Rural Development Division
NILG LGED BRDB RDA BARD
Governmental institutions
NILG - National Institute for Local Government
LGED Local Government Engineer Department
BRDB Bangladesh Rural Development Board
RDA Rural Development Academy (Bogra)
BARD Bangladesh Academy of Rural Development (Comilla)
International:
National:
Local:
Governmental mandated Institution for building capacities of the local government bodies all over Bangladesh;
NILG is a resource partner in some local governance projects such as SLGDFP and BUILD.
LGED is a national department in charge of rural infrastructure development throughout Bangladesh. In recent
years LGED has undertaken several projects to strengthening local governance and improve infrastructure
management at the local level.
A primary government agency in charge of rural development and poverty alleviation programme, BRDB is
partner of JICA in the PRDP project.
Both are national Academies in charge of training, research and experiments on rural development issues. They
are resource partners of NILG and participate in projects such as SLGDFP for building capacities of UPs on local
governance issues. BARD could not be visited for time purposes and will therefore not be presented in more
detail in this document.
In recent years an increasing number of NGOs have taken up projects in the areas of local governance. The
NGOs work mainly at the local level (community and UPs) and undertake interventions on awareness
development, promotion of transparency and accountability and community participation.
The main NGOs active in local governance in Bangladesh are:
South Asia Partnership*, Development Association for Self-reliance, Communication and Health
(DASCOH)
CARE Bangladesh, Democracywatch, Friends in Village Development Bangladesh (FIVDB)*, Institute
for Environment and Development (IED), Khan Foundation*, Nari Uddug Kendra (NUK), Prip Trust
Wave Foundation*, Rupantar, Uttaran
*NGOs evaluated as less relevant in term of capacity building and therefore not visited for time purpose. Note
that a relevant training module prepared by the Khan Foundation for LGED's “UP Complex Construction Project”
is presented under the LGED training modules.
The governance coalition is a platform of grassroots NGOs working on issues related to responsive governance
(www.governancecoalition.org). The coalition aims to bring together the representatives of civil society
organizations, community based organizations and diverse animator groups and attempts to advance a common
vision and agenda for responsive governance system in Bangladesh.
NGOs
 See page 54
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Civil society organizations
Development partners
Civil society organizations like the Center for Policy Dialogue (CPD), Sthaniya Sarkar Sahayak Sangstha and
Bangladesh Union Parishad Forum (BUPF) are engaged in policy advocacy for decentralization and
strengthening of local government system in Bangladesh.
The Bangladesh Union Parishad Forum (BUPF) is an association of more than 3,239 Union Parishad of
Bangladesh. It is particularly relevant in terms of policy reform advocacy as well as strengthening and building
the capacities of the local government bodies.
In recent years, Bangladesh's development partners have shown increasing interest in local governance and
include local governance in their country programmes. The donors are mostly involved in local governance are
the United States Agency for International Development (USAID), Swedish International Development Agency
(Sida), Swiss Development Cooperation (SDC), Japanese International Cooperation Agency (JICA), Department
for International Development (DFID), Danish International Development Agency (Danida), Royal Norwegian
Embassy and United Nations Development Program (UNDP).
A number of local governance projects sponsored by these development partners are under implementation in
different parts of the country, mainly carried out by NGO partners.
Some larger pilot projects have been carried out directly by the development partners in partnership with the
government of Bangladesh. These projects focus on local level (UP and communities) as well as Upazila and
District level and line ministries. These projects provide additional funds to UPs and the government takes a
relevant role in the project management and the transfer of the project's funds.
Examples of such initiatives are the out phased Local Governance and Sustainable Development Programme in
Greater Faridpur by Sida (not presented in this report); Chars Livelihood Project (CLP) by DFID, Participatory
Rural Development Project (PRDP) by JICA and Sirajganj Local Governance Development Funds Project
(SLGDFP) by UNDP.
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GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTIONS
Status
Established in
Governmental Institute under the administrative control of the Local
Government Division, Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development
and Cooperatives (MLGRD & C). NILG is governed by the Jatiyo
Sthaniya Sarkar Institute Act, 1992
1969
Geographical areas of interventions
Structure and staff strength
Main field of interventions
Throughout Bangladesh
Managed by a Board of Governors (BOG) of 13 members
Total staff: 90
3 Divisions: Administration and Coordination, Research and Planning,
Training and Consultancy
a) Training of elected and appointed local government functionaries
and government officials connected with local government bodies;
Training for trainers (TOT)
b) Conducting research studies on actions and issues of local
government and rural development
c) Publishing books, research reports and journals on local
government and related subjects
d) Providing consultancy services to government and local
government bodies
Extern resources persons for
training and local governance issues Big network of resource persons at all levels
Research and Publications
Library
100 books
65 research reports
“The Journal of Local Government”, a bi-annual professional journal
25'000 books, research studies, reports and government publications on
different issues. The library can be consulted at office time (9am to
4pm). The computerization of the library is planned.
NILG training center (in construction) For conducting training courses: 5 conference rooms, 12 class rooms, 2
auditoriums and accommodation for 100 participants in hostel
Training material See page 48 - 51
Awareness course for the newly elected UP chairman,
members and secretary (Orientation course to newly elected
UPs and Municipal corporations within 3 months after
elections at Upazila level, carried out by sub district officials
(UNO, DC, Ministry Line Officers) and with support of RDA
and BARD)
Course on resource generation method and financial
management
For UP members and secretary
For UP chairmen Awareness course for UP chairman on UP administration
(Refreshment course at District level; every 2 years carried out by sub
district officials)
National Institute of Local Government (NILG)
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BUILD project of CARE:
Various development projects of GoB:
Development of training material
Development of training material
Need assessment of capacity building for UP
In charge of building capacity to local government
Collaborations on specific projects carried out with external funds
SLGDF project of UNDP:
Coming project with DANIDA:
Rural Development Academy, Bogra (RDA)
Mandated by SLGDF for building capacity of UP
Mandated by NILG for supporting and supervising the Upazilas in the
implementation of trainings on Local Governance to UPs after
elections
Status
Established in
Geographical areas of interventions
Staff strength
Main field of interventions
Collaboration on local governance
activities
Governmental institution
1974
Throughout Bangladesh
49 faculty level staff, total 304
Training, research and action research in rural development issues
such as local government, women in development, social forestry,
primary health, rural education, population and family planning,
fisheries, irrigation and water management, crop production, local level
planning
Training material See page 52
For UP members, field staff of govt.
departments, NGO workers,
school teachers
TOT on birth registration
For government officials, UP chairmen,
municipality chairmen and NGO officials
TOT on birth registration
For UP chairmen, secretaries
and members
Roles and responsibilities of UP
For UP secretaries Foundation course for newly recruited UP secretaries
(14 days course in Dhaka carried out by NILG staff; refreshment course
every 2-3 years)
UP Office Management
For Village Police Orientation course for the village police
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Provide technical support to the rural and the urban local government
institutions
Plan and implement infrastructure development projects in the rural
and the urban areas to improve communication/transport network,
employment generation and poverty reduction
Extern resources persons for
trainee and local governance issues Mr. Jeful Kudus - EADS
Projects with local governance
components
RDP-24 Local Development Coordination Programme (LCDP)  See
page 26
See page
See page 28
RDP-25 Local Government Strengthening (LGS)
RDP-26 Local Government Improvement plan (LGIP)


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Status
Established in
Geographical areas of interventions
Staff strength
Major functions
Governmental Institution
60s: Work Programme (WB), 70s: cell in Ministry of Local Government,
Rural Development and Cooperatives (MLGRD & C), 1982: Work
Programme Wing (WPW), 1984: Local Government Engineering
Bureau (LGEB), 1992: LGED
Throughout Bangladesh
Head Quarter: 89; Circle: 70; District: 726; Upazila: 8813
Total: 9628
Local Government Engineering Department (LGED)
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Status
Established in
Geographical areas of interventions
Staff strength
Main field of interventions
Projects with
local governance components
Extern resources persons for
trainee and local governance issues
International NGO
1949
Focused on:
Jamuna and Tista river-belt areas
Barind Tracts
Jamalpur, Sherpur, Mymensing, Netrokona, Sunamganj District
Hoar and Char areas
Urban slums
Chittagong Hill Tracts
Disaster affected areas
1600
agriculture, health and nutrition, education, water, sanitation and
environment, building infrastructure, relief and rehabilitation, small
economic activity development
NILG
Building Union Infrastructure for Local Development Project (BUILD)
Strengthening Household Ability to Respond to Development
Opportunities (SHOUARDO)
Local Initiatives for Farmers Training Project (LIFT)



See page 29
See page 30
See page 31
Status
Established in
Geographical areas of interventions
Staff strength
Main field of interventions
External consultant for
local governance
International NGO
Registered in Bangladesh since 1995
Rajshahi: Rajshahi, Chapai
Dhaka: Dhaka city, Rajbari, Faridpur
Chittagong: Cox Bazar
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Water and Sanitation, Arsenic mitigation, Hygiene promotion, Health,
HIV/AIDS, Local governance, Community management
Mr. Shafiqul Islam
Projects with
local governance components
Development Association for Self-reliance,
Communication and Health (DASCOH)
CARE Bangladesh
NGOs
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Sustainable Solutions for the Delivery of Safe Drinking Water (SDSD)
 See page 31
Democracywatch
Status
Established in
Geographical areas of interventions
Extern resources persons for
trainee and local governance issues
NGO
1989 as Trust, 1995 as NGO
Throughout Bangladesh
Staff strength 70 persons
Main field of interventions Human rights, good governance, election process strengthening
Networking 50-60 partner NGOs for election survey
Governance coalition
Voluntary Services Overseas (VSO)
Mr. Salahuddin Aminuzzaman
Mr. Tofail Ahmed
Projects with
local governance components
Strengthening Democratic Governance in Union Parishads through
BUPF
People Reporting Center (PRC)


See page 33
See page 34
Special training programme 4 months course on gender and governance for graduated people and
development activists.  See page 61
Institute for Environment & Development (IED)
Main field of interventions
Status
Established in
Geographical areas of interventions
Extern resources persons for
trainee and local governance issues
Group of social development activists
Registered under Social Welfare Directorate since 1996 and with
the NGO Affairs Bureau since 2003.
Staff strength
Projects with
local governance components
1994
23 Districts in 6 Divisions
Direct field interventions at 6 districts: Netrokona, Chittagong, Dhaka,
Jessore, Mymensingh
Advocacy activities and Jonoudyog at 23 districts in 6 divisions
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Justice and governance, human development and promoting people's
initiatives, environment and development
Rokeya Kabir, ED, BNPS
HK Das, Coordinator, Build Project, CARE
Md. Azharul Islam, Assistant Director, NILG
ANS Habibur Rahman, Director General, Grameen Shikkha
AFM Rezaul Karim, ED, Prantik Unnayan Society
Nahid Sultana, Training and Gender Specialist, Plan Bangladesh
Iqbal Aziz, Regional Officer of NGO FORUM, Dhaka
Md. Azahar Ali Pramanik, Manager Field Operation of NGO Forum
Promoting Democratic and Socially Just Environment (PDSJE)
See page 35
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Established in
Geographical areas of interventions
Extern resources persons for
trainee and local governance issues
NGO
1991
64 Districts of the 6 Divisions of Bangladesh
Staff strength 147
Main field of interventions
Related publication
Gender equality, human rights and personal empowerment of women
and girls, advocacy at the policy level for all reduction of gender gap
Projects with
local governance components
Local Government Development Programme  See page 36
Gender dimensions in Local Government Institutions Dr. Tofail Ahmed,
Prof. Masuda M Rashid Chowdhury, Mashuda Khatun Shefali, NUK,
July 2003; purchase for free in NUK
Status
Status
Established in
Geographical areas of interventions
Extern resources persons for
trainee and local governance issues
NGO
1989
Throughout Bangladesh
Staff strength 44
Main field of interventions Institutional capacity building of NGOs, empowerment of women and
local government
Projects with
local governance components
Mr. Salahuddin Aminuzzaman
Proceed On Women Empowerment and Reflection (POWER)
An initiative for ensuring good governance: local level gender balanced
participatory planning for empowerment of the grassroots people
towards millennium development goal


See page 37
See page 38
Prip Trust
Nari Uddug Kendra, Center for women Initiatives (NUK)
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Status
Established in
Geographical areas of interventions
Extern resources persons for
trainee and local governance issues
NGO
1992
Khulna Divison: districts of Khulna, Bagerhat, Satkhira and Norail
Staff strength 228
Main field of interventions
Projects with
local governance components
Development communication through folk culture, democracy and
good governance, political empowerment of women, environment and
disaster management, children rights and theatre education, people's
organization, anti-trafficking
Dr. Tofail Ahmed
Improving local level governance by strengthening UPs and creating
citizen's awareness
An alternative programmatic intervention to develop grassroots women
leadership in UP
Citizen Initiative to reduce human and civic rights violations towards
enhancing local governance in Khulna City



See page 39
See page 40
See page 41
Status
Established in
Geographical areas of interventions
Extern resources persons for
trainee and local governance issues
Staff strength
Main field of interventions
Projects with
local governance components
Two other projects focusing on
advocacy and grassroots people
mobilization
Asserting Popular Access and Rights to Resources in Southwest
Bangladesh (APAR)
Capacity Building of Grassroots people for claiming and exercising
Right s


See page 43
See page 43
NGO
1985
Satkhira and Khulna Districts
300
Human Development, Human Rights, Environment, Education, Local
Governance, Legal Aid and Literacy, Primary health care, Agriculture,
Disaster management
External Resources persons are hired from different NGOs and
GOs as and when required
Improving democratic governance  See page 41
Rupantar
Uttaran
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Status
Established in
Geographical areas of interventions
Initially supported by
Institutional structure
Objectives
Salient features
Main activities BUPF district committees gather issues identified by the upazila
committees from their concerned UPs, and place them to the
divisional committees for taking necessary actions at the national level
for reform.
BUPF prepares and conducts policy reform advocacy programs with
assistance from civil society, development agencies, and media, and
places them to the central government.
BUPF has presented to the government a 12 points policy reform
agenda and lobbies for it.
In collaboration with government, development partners and civil
society organizations, BUPF develops trainings opportunities for UP
leaders aimed at improving transparency, accountability and
leadership at the local level, helping to enhance the image of UPs.
BUPF arranges study tours to expose BUPF leaders to best practices
of successful local government in other countries.
National association representing the chairs and members of
Union Parishads
2002
ARD project “Local Governance Initiative (LGI)
financed by USAID (2002-2004)
Throughout Bangladesh
1 Executive Committee
6 Divisional Committees
64 District Committees
464 Upazila Committees
3239 BUPF Members UPs
Bring all the Union Parishads of Bangladesh under one banner to
aggregate their interests and demands for stronger and more effective
local government
BUPF is an independent, non-partisan and apolitical organization.
BUPF committees include UP chairs, general and female members.
The central, divisional, district and upazila committees of BUPF are
democratically elected by member UPs.
The BUPF represents Union Parishads as institutions, rather than
representing individual UP leaders.
CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATION
BUPF Bangladesh Union Parishad Forum
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PROJECTS OF LOCAL GOVERNANCE
UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Region of implementation
Supported by Japan Bank for International Cooperation
Duration April 2003 - June 2006
Partners of implementation JICA
Objectives Villagers have better access to local services by better linking between
village people and service providers
Improve capacity of local Government institutions and LGED to
implement participatory development planning
Level of intervention Village, Ward, Union
Formation of Ward Development Committee (WDC) composed of
Gram Sarkar and village representatives. WDC meetings take place
monthly to discuss development issues.
Formation of Women Forum (WF)
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building To villages and communities
To WDC
To Women Forum members
To Union Development coordination committee members
Funds allocation Given through UP to WDC for micro-scheme selected by WDC
Assistance for development planning The project staff facilitate the planning at village level meetings, women
forum meetings and ward level meetings
Formation and activation of UP standing committees and
Samajunnayan committees
Union Development Coordination Committee (UDCC) meeting, notice
board in each village
Coordination and info-sharing at Union level in UDCC meetings with
UP members, governmental staff and WDCs
Gender Women Forum (WF) are formed at village level to discuss women's
needs, find solutions and take action
Training for UP female members
Specificity
5 Unions of Greater Faridpur District
Training material See page 52
For UDCC UDCC roles and responsibilities
PRA workshop
Participatory approach and good governance
RDP-24 Local Development Coordination Programme (LCDP)
L
G
E
D
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For UP female members Roles and responsibilities of women UP members
Women rights and gender development
Role and responsibility in environment and hygiene promotion
For UP chairman and members Roles and responsibilities of UP members
UP structure and functions, good governance
Financial management and record keeping
Gender and development
Participatory project monitoring and supportive supervision
Resource mobilization/generation
UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
Gender
Specificity
Asian Development Bank (ADB)
July 2003 - December 2008
GTZ, GITEC CONSULT GmBH
Enable UP to establish good governance at the local level and
contribute to poverty reduction
Community, UP
Formation of citizen Forum at Union level
To UP: on the job training on roles and functions of UP, office
management, financial and development management
To Citizen Forum: issues on local governance with focus on
development activities to be done by UP
By project staff for budgeting, meeting procedure, scheme preparation
and implementation
Activation of standing committees
The project encourages close interactions amongst UP, Citizen Forum
at Union level, market management committee, UP standing
committee, project implementation committee
Support and train UP female members for performing better role
in local governance and UP affairs
Region of implementation 5 Districts: Greater Kushtia, Jessore, Khulna, Barisal, Patuakhali
RDP-25 Local Government Strengthening (LGS)
Training material See page 54
Tax assessment and budget preparation
Training manual for orientation on the rules of local governance and
responsibilities of the members
On-the-job training for filling up, updating and maintenance of
registers
On-the-job training for preparation of UP supplementary budget
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UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Region of implementation
Supported by World Bank
Duration July 2003 - June 2008
Partners of implementation Institutional Strengthening Action Plan (ISAP) Technical Assistance
Team
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
Gender
Specificity
Training material
Basic training to UP covering 22 topics
Intensive training for community is in preparation
See page 54
Raise awareness of UP and community about the roles and
responsibilities of UP members and to enhance transparency,
accountability and participation
Help the local bodies to build and maintain a sustainable basic
infrastructure, which meet the local priorities and improve rural road
safety
Enhance the competencies of the local bodies to plan, finance,
implement and manage rural infrastructure
UP
To UP: training and awareness building on local governance and
participation, support for office equipment and infrastructure
maintenance
To community: awareness building about the role and functions of UP
and importance of participation
By project staff for participative budgeting, development plans, revenue
collection, participatory selection of schemes and implementation
Through participatory budgeting and planning
Gender sensitization through training
Greater Dhaka, Comilla, Sylhet, Bogra and Rajshahi Districts and in 21
new Districts in future
RDP-26 Local Government Improvement plan (LGIP)
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UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Region of implementation
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
Gender
Specificity
Training material
GoB, USAID
July 1999 - September 2004
Different partner NGOs
Improve food and livelihood security of rural poor through
improvement of roads and capacity building of Local Government
institutions particularly Union Parishads
UP, wards, NGOs
Formation of stakeholders committees, organized with 30-35
members per ward, 300 persons / UP
To UP: Capacity building for improving the skills of UP and enhancing
accountability, transparency & participation. Focus on female UP
members
To stakeholders committee members on: UP functions, democracy
By project staff for UP planning
Activation of standing committees; the UP and community are defining
the functions of the standing committees in a participatory way
Courtyard meeting for info-sharing between ward UP representatives
and stakeholders committees
Capacity building focused on female UP members; al least 40% of
stakeholders committee members are female
Forum of 30 NGOs to develop advocacy at local, regional and national
level
210 Upazilas in 34 Districts all over Bangladesh
See page 55 - 58
Human rights and legal issues (Module 2)For UP chairman and members
For UP members and secretary Orientation module for UP members and secretary
For UP female members
For UP members, gov. employees
For UP secretaries
For community people
For village police
Awareness raising and leadership development
Active coordination process between UP representatives and govt.
employees who are working in UP complex
Human rights and legal issues (Module 3)
Financial management of Union Parishad
Human rights and legal issues (Module 1)
Training module on ward level stakeholders (Community people)
Training module for village police
BUILD - Building Union Infrastructure for Local Development
Project, part of the Integrated Food Security Program (IFSP)
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UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Region of implementation
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
Gender
Specificity
Training material
USAID, GoB
October 2004 - September 2009
Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development and Cooperatives,
NGOs, CBOs, Research Institutions, University, and Private Sector etc.
(a) Improved availability and economic access to food for targeted
vulnerable households through strengthening livelihoods, securing
entitlements and enhancing accountability of service providers
(b) Sustainable improvement in the health and nutrition of project
participants
(c) Enhanced empowerment of 400,000 women and girls from targeted
vulnerable households
(d) Targeted communities and institutions are better able to prepare for,
mitigate and respond to natural disasters
UP, governmental extension staff, NGOs and community members
Stakeholders committee
UP level: Capacity building for improving the skills of UP and
enhancing accountability, transparency & participation. Focus on
female UP members; Participatory development of the functions of UP
and standing committee with involvement of UP and community
By project staff for UP and standing committees action plans
Participatory development of the functions of UP and standing
committees with involvement of UP and community
Regular monthly meeting between stakeholders committees,
respective UP members of each ward, governmental departments,
NGOs, CBOs, standing committee = courtyard sessions for information
sharing, coordination and feedback of community
Courtyard meetings involving governmental officials and extension staff
Focus on women and girls
2000 villages and 130 urban slums in North Chars region (Nilphamari,
Lalmonirhat, Rangpur, Kurigram, & Gaibandha); Middle Chars region
(Bogra, Jamalpur, Tangail, Sirajganj, Sherpur and Pabna); Haor region
(Sunamganj, Habiganj, Kishoreganj, and Netrokona) and Coastal
region (Chittagong, Noakhali and Cox's Bazar-Islands Kutubdia,
Moheshkhali, Sandwip, Hatiya).
To be built upon BUILD project training material
SHOUARDO - Strengthening Household Ability to Respond to
Development Opportunities
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UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Region of implementation
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
Gender
Specificity
Training material
DANIDA
2002 - 2006
CARE
Enhance the capacity of and opportunity for poor women, men and
children to demand improved governance and recognition of their
rights
UP, Communities, Ministry lines agencies (block supervisor) at Upazila
level
Support UP to link communities and block supervisors for enhancing
government services to poor and remote communities, especially
women
Coordination meeting at Upazila level organized by UP for creating
linkages between villagers and governmental extension staff. A day is
fixed jointly with remote villages to organize information meeting
where governmental staff will be present to give information and
deliver basic services (health, veterinary, fishery, etc)
Focus on poor women
Noakhali District including Hatia, a remote island
LIFT - Local Initiatives for Farmers Training Project
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
SDC
April 2004 - March 2007
11 Local PNGOs and Union Parishads
Sustainable Solutions for the Delivery of Safe Drinking Water
(SDSD) (previously: WatSan Partnership Project)
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UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Region of implementation
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
Gender
Specificity
Training material
VBO, WBO (village / ward based organization)
8 Community Resources Persons (CRP) per ward (volunteers from
community) to support financial transactions, coordination, technical
issues, meetings and process
To UP on their roles and responsibilities, stakeholders analysis in
WatSan issues, participatory planning and budgeting, use of gender
analytical framework, linkage building
To PNGOs to facilitate the process at village and ward level
To UP for providing material related to WatSan issues. Communities
participate at 20% of costs
In total 1224 Community Resources Persons (CRP) will be trained for
facilitation at village and ward level. In future UP should find a way to
further work with CRP
UP committee formed with UP members onlyWatSan
All VBO prepare their constituency plan and submit it to the WBO. The
WBO compiles all VBOs plans and submits it to UP who integrates it in
the global UP plan
The annual draft plan budget is publicly announced and agreed in UP
meeting
The implementation of schemes is supervised by a group involving
governmental staff, UP members and community members
In future, use of gender analytical framework at VBO, WBO and UP
level
Participation and involvement of community in UP activities and
planning regarding water and sanitation services delivery only. UP
makes only one annual plan/budget where communities' demands on
WatSan are integrated.
17 Unions of 5 Upazilas in the Districts of Rajshahi and Chapai
Nawabganj
See page 58 - 60
UP roles and responsibilities for WatSanFor UP members, chairman & secretary
For UP members, chairman & secretary,
pNGO staff, Gram Sarkar, local elites
Training on UP planning and budgeting
Stakeholders analysis workshopFor UP members & standing committees
UP and village / ward based organizations' roles and responsibilities to
implement activities
Formation of CRP, its activities and roles
WatSan
For one male & one female
representatives of each VBO and WBO
Objectives
Level of intervention
Building capacity of Union Parishads to deliver services and contribute
in reducing poverty by strengthening responsive and effective local
governance
Village, ward, UP
D
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Strengthening Democratic Governance in Union Parishads
through BUPF
UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Region of implementation
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
Gender
Specificity
Training material
USAID
April 2005 - 2008
Democracywatch
Responsive, participatory, accountable and transparent rural local
government are established through BUPF
Community, UP, Upazila, Governmental extension staff, Ministry of
Local Government and Rural Development (LGRD), BUPF members
Formation of BUPF groups at Upazila and District level
To group of change agents selected within UP representative leaders.
They reproduce the training to their UPs for enhancing capacity in
planning, budgeting, project implementation, monitoring and effective
advocacy for decentralization
Account committee for inspection of UP accounts and sharing
information to community; Standing committees activation through
training at Upazila level
Budget consultation with participation of communities; account
committees presenting findings to the community
Policy advocacy from local to national level through BUPF; Practice of
“democratic handover of power” to the newly elected UP through
meeting between newly and outgoing UP representatives
15 Districts in 6 Divisions:
Dhaka: Tangail, Mymensingh, Gazipur
Rajshahi: Gaibandha, Natore, Dinajpur, Nilfamari
Sylhet: Sylhet, Moulvibazar
Barishal: Barishal, Jhalkathi
Khulna: Chuadanga, Jessore
Chittagong: Chittagong, Rangamati
In development: TOT in communication, UP management, leadership,
advocacy; orientation to UP
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Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
DANIDA
September 2003 - August 2005 (pilot)
Democracywatch
24 staff in 6 field office and 10 in Head Office
Create an enabling situation for the UPs to develop their accountability
and credibility
Elites of communities at Union level; UPs representatives; Communities
Citizen committees composed of 90 elite persons at UP level (10
persons per ward); Advocacy committee of 10 persons at UP level (1
person per ward from the citizen committee)
To citizen committee members, who will then train the community to
increase awareness of their civil rights and mobilize them to raise their
voices;
To UP on strategic planning, participatory management, community
participation
UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Region of implementation
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
Gender
Specificity
Training material
For UP members, chairman & secretary
By project staff to the committees
Local committees assess the performance of elected representatives
and diffuse it to press, local people and project offices
Advocacy committees play linkage to UNO, DC, Upazila officers for
raising policy issues
Dinajpur: Singra and Bulakipur Unions
Nilphamari: Khogakhoribari Union
Jessore: Ramnagar and Fathepur Unions
Gazipur: Basan Union
See page 60 - 61
Training manual for the training of Union Parishad representatives
Training manual for the training of advocacy committeeFor members of advocacy committees
in PRC project
Journalists' training on human rights reportingFor local journalists
People Reporting Center (PRC)
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UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Region of implementation
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
Gender
Specificity
SDC
May 2004 - October 2005
Organized grassroots groups, community Forum,
Union Parishad, community
Enhance capacity and effectiveness of Union Parishads (UP) through
training, workshops, meeting, communication tools and techniques in
15 unions of 4 Upazilas under 2 Districts.
Increase community participation in UP activities through raising
awareness, capacity building and formation of community forum for
interaction.
Community, UP, women UP members, institutions, civil society, media,
activists
Village: grassroots groups
Union: community Forum
Upazila & District: UP women members Forum
To UP and community Forum on transparency, accountability, UP
functions
To organized grassroots groups on UP roles and responsibilities, local
governance, social environment and gender
To UP for participatory annual planning and budgeting in participation
with community Forum and community
Standing Committees and other committees
Participatory planning, budgeting and sharing with community,
mobilization and utilization of local resources
Collaboration between governmental officials, UP and NGOs through
workshop and sharing meeting at Union and Upazila level
Organized grassroots women groups, UP women members Forum
Sensitization of youths, students and teachers and local community on
local governance, UP functions, social environment and gender
through cultural events and debates. Community mobilization through
Jonoudyog.
15 Unions of 4 Upazilas (11 Unions of Netrakona Sadar, Barhatta and
Kendua Upazila and 4 Unions of Sandwip Upazila) under 2 Districts in
Netrokona and Chittagong
Promoting Democratic and Socially Just Environment (PDSJE)
Training material See page 62 - 63
Training on UP management, participatory planning and gender
Primary awareness course
Orientation for community Forum on UP, civic rights, social
environment and gender
Training on social mobilization, local level advocacy and gender
For UP chairmen & secretaries;
UP members
For grassroots group members
For community forum members
For IED staff
IE
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Local Government Development Programme
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
NUK and different donors
Active in LG since 1993 and continuing
14 Partner NGOs
A sustainable strengthening of the local government process by
improving the human rights, democratic rights and decision making
Raising governance capacities of elected local government women
representatives in Bangladesh.
UP, Upazila and District
104 Upazila female Forum; 17 District Nari Forum and 6 City
Corporation Forum in 17 Districts. Each forum is represented by an
action committee of 8-12 members in charge of the monthly action plan
focusing on increasing their own bargaining power, capacity building
and addressing their constituents' rights and needs (violence,
development issues)
To female representatives of UPs
Recently to newly elected UP members and to chairmen with
emphasize on gender
UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
Gender
NUK staff supports the Upazila/District committees for developing the
action plans
Participation of female UP members in defining the Upazila Forum
action plan but no action at the UP and community level
Meeting with governmental staff is organized by the different forums to
raise their in favor of their rights and representation. In some
places they submit memorandum to the District / Upazila administration
to draw attention in favor of their demands
voice
Focus on gender issues. The UP women members recognize the
gender related issues and try to make their male counterparts
understand and incorporate some actions in yearly budget of the Union
Parishad (for example: girls toilet in schools, market, transport stand
and other public places)
Region of implementation
Specificity
Training material
One National Forum of Women Ward Commissioners of reserved
seats of City corporations, committed to preventing violence against
women, raise the bargaining power of women, etc.
Throughout Bangladesh
See page 64 - 65
TOT on gender, human rights and leadership developmentFor Executive director of pNGOs &
pNGO trainers
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Gender, human rights and leadership development
Gender, human rights, leadership development and internal
transparency
Advocacy skill building, budget preparation and utilization and internal
transparency
For female UP members
For UP chairmen
For Executive committee members and
women policy committee members of
Bangladesh Union Parishad Forum
(BUPF)
POWER-Proceed On Women Empowerment and Reflection-a
network of women led NGO working with women UP members:
Supporting Stronger Voices for women in political participation
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
SDC & CIDA
1997 - 2001
Prip Trust, POWER
Facilitate the empowerment process of female UP members and build
the leadership and institutional capacity of women led NGOs
Female UP members, women led NGOs
Upazila and District: female UP members forum as a platform to
coordinate advocacy and lobbying activities on women's issues and to
share information as well as to receive capacity building for the
development of professional skills of women leaders
33 Upazila based Female UP members Committees were organized
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
Organizational development support training and training material
provided to a network of 35 women led NGOs. These NGOs built then
capacities of female UP members
To NGOs to empower and organize female UP members
UP committees
Participation, transparency
Gender Women in focus; NGOs as mobilization catalyst for distressed poor
women
Coordination with governmental staff Bi-monthly committee meetings held at NGO office and UNO office
hall room, where governmental officers shared the relevant
information with UP representatives
Specificity Network of 35 women led NGOs playing role of social mobilization and
advocacy activities and as platform of information sharing
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Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
From 2006 - pilot phase
Submitted to Royal Netherlands Embassy; In search of other donors
POWER - NGOs Network
Establishing good governance through empowerment of the Union
Parishad and the local community for creating rural based pro-people
and gender balanced national development plans towards the
Millennium Development Goal (MDG)
Ward, UP, Upazila, District, National
Formation of one committee composed by all UP members from the 4
Districts of the project
Orientation and capacity building at local level to community, UP
members, women-led NGOs on PRSP, gender projects
Assistance for development planning A core facilitator group and Prip Trust staff support UP and community
to elaborate a resource mapping at ward level, then a development
plan and budget at Union level. Finalization of the plan through a
sharing meeting with stakeholders
UP committees
Region of implementation
Training material
For female UP members
Regional networks in 17 Districts of 6 Divisions working in 350 Unions
of 33 Upazilas
See page 65 - 67
Foundation course for female UP members
Training on project management
For women leaders and
female UP members
Women leadership development training
For female UP members
and local leaders
Basis training on ''Social development committee''
For staff of pNGOs and
UP members
Gender and advocacy training
For executive and
staff of NGOs
TOT on ''Foundation course for female UP members ''
TOT on “Women leadership development training for the female UP
members”
TOT on ''Social development committee''
An initiative for ensuring good governance: local level gender
balanced participatory planning for empowerment of the
grassroots people towards millennium development goal
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Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Region of implementation
Gender
Specificity
Through participatory planning
Involvement of governmental staff in participatory planning at different
levels
Publication of a document on local level participatory planning model
as an advocacy tool; Arrange dialogue on local
level participatory planning and budget
at the national level
4 Districts from 4 Divisions
Trainee material To be developed: Participatory tools and techniques (for development
plans and budget); Gender and leadership
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
USAID
2002 - 2006
Rupantar
Improvement of local governance at the UP level through people's
participation, making the UP accountable to the people and making
service providers fulfill the people's demand
UP, communities, service providers at Upazila level
Citizen Forum at Union level
To UP and citizen Forum on local governance issues: roles and
responsibilities of UPs and citizen, local resource mobilization, tax
collection, project management, budget preparation, etc
By the field facilitators through the training and their assistance in the
meetings
Activation of standing committees with involvement of citizen
Through interaction between citizen forum and UP, participation of
citizen in UP committees
Through dialogue and discussion meetings between UP and
governmental staff
Improving local level governance by strengthening UPs and
creating citizen's awareness
Gender
Specificity
Gender orientation and training for UP members and citizens
Use of culture as a tool for awareness raising R
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Region of implementation 23 Unions in Khulna and Bagerhat Districts
Training material See page 68
For UP members, chairman
and secretary
Gender based UP management
Union Parishad and representatives roles
For Union level citizen
leaders of ILLG project
Citizens role in local arbitration (shalish) and court system
Environmental conservation and disaster management
Open for all Training on disaster related subjects
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
SDC
2004 - 2007
Rupantar
Build capacity among women, particularly at the grassroots levels for
their participation in the social and political arenas;
Strengthen and undertake advocacy initiatives with an objective of
changing policy environment in favor of women;
Strengthen the local government by increasing the participation of
women with an objective of building transparent, efficient, accountable
and responsive local government.
Women communities, women UP members, citizen leaders, adolescents
Women committees (WC: one per ward) and Women
Coordination Committees (groups of 3 WC)
Union Coordination Committees (UCC)
Upazila Coordination Committee (UzC)
To Women committees and women leaders on organizational
management and organizing movement on social issues
By project staff to the different committees
UP committees
Participation, transparency Through interaction between women groups and UP
Coordination with governmental staff
Gender The whole project focuses on women
Specificity Use of culture as a tool for awareness raising
Region of implementation 20 Unions in Khulna and Bagerhat Districts
Training material
An alternative programmatic intervention to develop
grassroots women leadership in UP
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Citizen Initiative to reduce human and civic rights violations
towards enhancing local governance in Khulna City
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
CARE, Manusher Jonno
2004 - 2007
Rupantar
Sensitize the citizen towards enhancing governance and human rights
at the urban level in the City Corporation
Organize citizen's initiative at Khulna City level in preventing and
protesting human rights violations
Communities, City Corporation, service providers
Citizen Forum at City ward level
Apex body of ward citizen Forum at City Corporation level
To Citizen Forum and City Corporation members on local governance
issues
By project staff to support Citizen Forum in their action plan
Through interaction between City Corporation and citizen Forum
Gender
Use of culture as a tool for awareness raisingSpecificity
31 wards of Khulna City Corporation
Not indexed
Region of implementation
Training material
Improving democratic governance
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
ActionAid Bangladesh (AAB)
January 04 - June 06
UPs
Increase capacities of UP in institutional management procedures and
systems for improved service delivery
Increase civil participation including ethnic minorities in the priority
planning, budgeting and implementation of UP affairs
Increase transparency and accountability of the UP to the
constituencies
Improve mutual coordination among UPs, civil society, NGOs and
CBOs
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Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Gender
Specificity
Region of implementation
Training material
Formation of citizen committees at the local level to raise their interests
and rights and watch over the performance of the UP, thereby ensuring
its accountability and transparency
Education and awareness raising of the UP on its responsibilities and
functions
Awareness raising of citizen leaders on human, civic and political rights
and responsibilities including participation of the constituents in local
development activities
Developing analysis, investigation, advocacy, and negotiation skills of
the civil society members on local governance and development issues
Assistance of project staff for participatory budget preparation and
small scale projects participatory planning
Strengthening sector wise standing committees at UP level
Grassroots people participation in local planning; participatory budget
planning
Involvement of governmental staff in participatory planning meetings
Satkhira
See page 70 - 72
For UP and civil society leaders, NG
trainers and fielworkers
Shalish management and implementation training module (with helpout)
For UP leaders UP laws and orders (with helpout)
For members of the organization Gender and development
Training guidelines for UP representatives
For stakeholders (UP and civil
society members)
Management of laws and responsibilities
For trainers of UP leaders Helpout for trainers to UP leaders
Level of intervention civil society, UP, Upazila, governmental Departments
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Asserting Popular Access and Rights to Resources in
Southwest Bangladesh (APAR)
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Manusher Jonno, CARE
March 04 - February 07
NGOs, UPs
Establish access and rights of the landless and poor people to the
Khasland and other public resources through assistance of the UP
Enhance poor people's capacity to effectively pressure the key actors
to address their needs and rights
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Specificity
Region of implementation
Landless people, decision makers at Upazila and District level
Land less people mobilization through events (rally, human chain, …)
Uttaran is only assisting the implementations of governmental rules
Southwest region of Bangladesh specifically Satkhira and Khulna
Districts
Capacity Building of Grassroots people for claiming
and exercising Rights
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
MISEREOR-Germany
January 06 - June 09
UPs, CBOs, NGOs and grassroots poor people
Increase awareness on human rights amongst poor people and
develop their skills on analysis, negotiation, conflict resolution.
Increase their responsibilities and accountability by taking charge of
their own human and legal rights issues.
Strengthening the Village Arbitration Court and improving access to
the Judiciary of the Country
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Specificity
Region of implementation
UP members, grassroots poor people particularly women
Rally Union Federation of the poor people for policy advocacy and
assistance to human rights victims
Policy advocacy with the civil society, national level apex bodies,
coalitions and other key actors
Satkhira and Khulna District
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Important note: The local governance activities of CLP are still in a phase of planning. The approaches described
hereafter explain strategies foreseen for the different components of the programme.
Supported by
Duration
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
DFID, GoB
2005 - 2013
Managed by National steering Committee under Rural Development & Co-
operatives Division of Ministry of Local Government, Rural
Development and Co-operatives (MLGRD&C); supported by district
level coordination subcommittee. CLP Secretariat in Bogra for overall
coordination of the programme
Governmental agencies, private sector, NGOs, CBOs
Improve livelihood security for poor and vulnerable women, men and
children living within the riverine areas of 5 Districts of the northern
Jamuna
Communities, CBOs, UP, Governmental staff, Upazila
CBOs at village or ward level (still not defined) mobilized by pNGOs
Union development committee (UP members, community people, NGO
workers, …)
CLP committee at Upazila level specifically for coordinating CLP
activities
To UP: 2 days training on project orientation; 3-4 days training related
to all aspects of UP affairs (to be developed; implementation by RDA,
BARD)
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
UP committees
Participation, transparency
Union funds given directly to UP
Upazila initiative funds given to Upazila to finance projects
implemented jointly by several UPs
Responsive funds given to finance projects involving the whole char
area (infrastructure development)
UP mentors (project staff) support all steps of the process and planning
at different level (from ward to Upazila); one Upazila mentor assisting
the process and planning at Upazila level
Activation of standing committees through capacity building; focus will
be given to the standing committees playing a role for achieving the
activities of the CLProgramme
Involvement of poor char dwellers in local-level planning and
accountability for governmental services; Process supported by system
of mentors and capacity building
Coordination with governmental staff The coordination is supported by the Upazila mentors CLP committee
at Upazila level involves governmental extension staff District
committee involving selected NGOs, UP, UNOs and governmental
officials
Chars Livelihoods Programme (CLP)
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Gender
Specificity
Requirement of 1/3 female in scheme implementation committee
(SIC); Focus on the improvement of female related service providing
The local governance component of the project has not started yet
and many elements are still to be defined. Main actors of
implementation of this component will be governmental institutions
and local governments
Region of implementation
Training material
166 UPs in char area of Brahmaputra river on 5 Districts: Kurigram,
Gaibandha, Jamalpur, Bogra and Sirajganj
To be developed on basis of existing material (CARE, NILG)
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
UP committees
Participation, transparency
Managed by
Supported by
Duration
Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)
April 2000 - June 2005
Bangladesh Rural Development Board (BRDB), Rural Development &
Co-operatives Division of Ministry of Local Government, Rural
Development and Co-operatives (MLGRD&C)
BRDB, JICA
Develop, strengthen and institutionalize coordination and cooperation
ensuring transparency and accountability at the Union level.
Promote social capital and facilitate utilization of existing resources
both physical and human
Promote and strengthen vertical and horizontal linkage between the
service providers and community people
Design and implement micro infrastructure schemes through
participation by community both physical and financial
Villages, UP, local governmental staff
Formation of village committee (VC), women sub-committee of VC,
scheme implementation supervisor group
Occasional skill training given to Union Development Officer (UDO),
Union Coordination Committee (UCC) members including UP
chairman, UP members, and NGO workers at Union level. Mutual visit
of VC, particularly VC women members to share experiences
To village committees for micro-infrastructure schemes, precondition is
100% of tax payment and 20% own contribution from villagers
Union Development Officer (UDO) as facilitator at village and Union
level
Union Coordination Committee (UCC) monthly meetings, involvement
of VC in monthly meeting, notice board in villages for hanging
feedback of UCC meetings
Participatory Rural Development Project PRDP
JI
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Supported by
Duration
UNCDF, UNDP, GoB, beneficiaries
Managed by
2000 - 2005, 2nd phase (2006 - 2010) in planning
Local Government Division of Ministry of Local Government, Rural
Development and Co-operatives (MLGRD&C) with the Director
General as national project director (NPD) and two Deputies assisting
the project. ADLG as deputy director of the project at field level
Partners of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
UNDP, governmental agencies, NILG, RDA, BARD
UP support local development initiatives in an effective, sustainable
and participatory manner
Improving access to basic services and infrastructure for targeting
poverty reduction of the rural population of Sirajganj District
Village, Ward, UP, Upazila, District
Scheme implementation committee (SIC) and scheme supervision
committee (SSC) for scheme implementation and supervision at village
level
Ward Development Committee (WDC)
Union Development Committee (UDC)
Forum of female UP members at Upazila level
To UP to enhance their official and financial management capacities,
planning process, etc
To committees to proceed participatory scheme selection and
implementation
To local volunteers for enabling them to assist the communities and UP
in the decision and planning process
Coordination with governmental staff
Gender
Specificity
Region of implementation
Training material
Union Coordination Committee (UCC) meetings: monthly coordination
with VC, UP, Upz Officials, NGOs
Formation of women sub-committee of VC (Village Committee) to
develop own activities
Called as the “link model”
4 Unions at Kalihati in Tangail District. (To be extended to cover all 12
Unions of Kalihati, two Unions of Titash in Comilla Distirct, and two
more Unions of Meherpur Sadar, Mehrpur Distirict from June 2005)
In development process
Sirajganj Local Governance Development
Fund Project - SLGDFP
U
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Funds allocation Disbursement of direct funds to UPs on an annual block grant basis, by
LGD of the government. The UPs allocate this annual flow of funds for
sustainable development activities in the Unions, within project-defined
guidelines. The performance of the UPs in the use of the funds are
monitored by the project. Bonus funds are used as an incentive.
Assistance for development planning
UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Gender
Specificity
Region of implementation
Training material
UPs and communities are assisted in their planning process by project
staff and trained local volunteers from their own communities
Activation of some standing committees related to project activities
Participatory budgeting session organized by UP
Scheme selection at ward level, scheme implementation committee
(SIC) and scheme supervision committee (SSC) at village level;
handing-over ceremony for allocation of funds from UP to SIC
Forum of female UP member at Upazila level discussing their needs
and defining activities
Project management structure incorporated in governmental tiers:
Upazila Development and coordination Committee (UzDCC); District
Project Advisory and coordination committee (PDACC); National
Steering Committee (NSC)
Support to the local government ministry for improving their existing
monitoring system
Sirajganj District, all 9 Upazila and 76 UPs at the end of 2005; from
2006 a 2nd phase will take place
See page 72 - 73
The trainings will be revised by a pool of trainers (NILG, NUK) before the start of the 2nd phase of the project
(2006)
For UP chairman,
secretary and members
Roles and responsibilities of UP
TOT on participatory planningFor Union facilitators team
Other existing training modules, not
listed in detail because not available
Office management, village court, gender sensitization, participatory
budget planning, WDC training (coordination), UP female members
empowerment
U
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DESCRIPTION OF AVAILABLE EXISTING
TRAINING MATERIAL
As the below index shows, a large range of training material exists for building capacity and raising awareness of
the different stakeholders (civil society, UP, Upazila,…) and with different focuses (rural development, gender,
rights, …). The existing material should be emphasized and shared within the actors for the sake of efficiency
and cost-effectiveness. New projects should avoid developing duplicate material without having previously
examined what exists and is available. It should be possible for Union Parishads or civil society organizations to
find out which institutions can provide them with building capacities services and actively seek these services.
Local governance projects could use the services of resource institutions that have training materials including
specialized resource persons. One institution could be in charge of gathering, further developing and diffusing all
kinds of specific training materials on local governance as a service to all organizations needing to build
capacities in their projects and directly to beneficiaries willing to improve their skills.
NILG
Number of trainers 27 trainers
Faculty development course includes (i) Training methodology (ii)
Training techniques (iii) Training policy (iv) Training proposal (v)
Research methodology (vi) Local governance affairs (vii) Project
planning;
Visiting different training organizations like BPATC and BSTD;
Receiving special course on advocacy methods from abroads.
Training of trainers
Training module development process By NILG research department
Title Awareness course for the newly elected UP
Beneficiaries UP chairmen, members, secretaries
Duration 3 days
At Upazila levelLocation
Topics UP members' role for the society
Parishad management: register maintenance, team spirit, standing
committees and meetings
UP working area: structural development, law and justice, reduction of
women and children violence, social development, environment
conservation, tree plantation and disaster management, primary
education programme, primary health service, nutrition and
vaccination, family planning, safe water conservation and sanitation
Financial management: revenue, tax setting and collection
Financial management: budgeting
Role of UP chairman, members and secretary
Accounting and auditing
Local planning, project planning and implementation, food for work
(VGD/VGF and others)
UP's role in rural development
Village court
Structure of LG and central government, relation between local
government and local administration
Gram Sarkar
Govt. and non govt. development organization working at the grass
root level for local development and poverty reduction
UP members' role for the village development and own initiatives;
prioritization of work
Training modules
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Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
UP chairmen and members
2 days
At Upazila level
Important laws of local government (union parishad) ordinance - 1983
(including correction version), birth and death register laws, important
laws of 2004
UP role in the development and poverty reduction programme
(activities in poultry, dairy, fisheries, cottage industry and sanitation
etc.)
UP and development projects (uses of block grant, rural structure
development programme, test relief, food for work, VGD)
The set of laws for UP budget, budget making and approval process
UP fund collection and uses, accounting, writing cash book, resolve
audit findings
UP own resources and sources of income, tax setting and collection
UP chairman and members role in the tax setting and collection,
problems of tax collection and possibilities
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Awareness course for UP chairmen on UP administration
UP chairmen
3 days
At District level
Important orders of UP ordinance 1983
Roles and responsibility of UP chairman, secretary and members,
standing committees and meetings
Budget making and approval
Tax rate selection and tax collection
Children rights and birth registration
Local planning, project planning and implementation, housing projects,
food supporting projects (VGD, VGF)
Gram Sarkar and its role in development
Accounting and audit
Law for children marriage and dowry protest
Environmental conservation, plantation and disaster management
Village court
Development and poverty reduction: fishing, livestock and poultry
farming, vegetable gardening, small and micro enterprise
development etc.
Water, sanitation and primary education
Title Course on resource generation method and financial management
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Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Foundation course for newly recruited UP secretaries
UP secretaries
14 days
NILG training center in Dhaka
Constitution of Bangladesh, the base of state and basic rights
Administrative structure of local governance, Rural Development and
Cooperative Ministry and the activities of Monitoring Inspection
Evaluation
Judicial system of Bangladesh, roles of govt. employees at the field
level
Rules of government activities
Administration decision making process
Library work
Definition of LG, necessity and its position in constitution
Evolution of local governance in the villages
The relation of central government, DC, ADLG and UNO with union
parishad
UP structure and activities
Role of UP chairman and members
Role and responsibility of UP secretary
Important laws: UP ordinance (1983) and model resolution (1960)
Office management: (a) Noting (b) Letter writing (c) Letter
communication (d) Register maintenance (e) Filing, structure and
different types of filing (f) Classification of filing and file closing (g) File
keeping and new file opening
UP meeting conduction and secretary's role
Preparation of meeting agenda and keeping of meeting minutes
Formation of standing committees, extraordinary standing committees
and their activities
Chairman and members resign, termination rule (1984) and working
rule (1963)
Set of order for employees and appeal rule
Report writing on UP visit and sanding the report
Rules for UP employees behaviour (1969)
UP personnel management (recruit, transfer and leave)
Union fund collection, conservation, use and sources of income
Hat, market and fari ghat leasing rules
UP tax rules, tax allocation and collection system
Tax allocation, collection and salvation (group discussion)
UP budgeting and decision taking system
Personnel management role (1994)
Accounting, cash book writing, bills/ voucher writing and payment
Resolve audit findings and TADA rule (transport allowance)
Roles and responsibility of village police
Conduct village court and rules
UP's roles in children rights and birth registration
Definition of development plan, objectives and limits
Local level development plan and its implementation
UP's role in environment conservation
UP's role in disaster management
UP's role in tree plantation
Women's role is development, constitutional rights and govt. rules
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Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
UP office management
UP secretaries
6 days
Most of the time in NILG training center in Dhaka, sometimes at the
district level with collaboration of DC
Constitution of Bangladesh, the base of state and basic rights
Local governance and its position in the constitution
Relation of Thana development coordination committee, DC and
central government with UP
Important laws of LG ordinance (1983) and LG (UP) law (1993)
Roles and responsibility of UP secretary
Activities and formation of Thana development coordination committee
UP structure and activities
Orders and appeals for governmental employees
Monitoring of UP office
Rules for govt. employees behaviour (1979)
Fund collection and resources of UP
Setting of tax rate and tax collection
UP budgeting: rules and implementation
Accounting, audit findings and solving
Register maintenance
Project planning and implementation at the union level
Roles of UP chairman and members
Meeting conduction
UP committees formation and activities
Village court
UP accounting law
Topics
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Orientation course for the village police
Village police
2 days
At Upazila level
Revolution of Union Parishad, history of village police and its
importance
Structure of local government, Union Parishad and village police
Activities of Union Parishad
Relation of DC, UNO, ADLG and OC with union parishad
Specific roles of village police
General information about tax collection
Village court
Union council rules - 1968 and other important laws
Condition and benefit for village police assignments
Further trainings modules
NILG also has trainings for upper governmental officials (DDLG/ADLG, District Administrator) and
municipalities; and TOT for sub district officials (UNO, DC, Ministry Line Officers; 6 days in Dhaka)
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Number of trainers 12 trainers
Training of trainers The trainers are learning by doing and by sharing their respective
experiences within RDA team
Training module development process Need assessment, dialog sessions, workshop, and seminar
Training modules
Title TOT on birth registration
Beneficiaries 1 Government officials, UP chairmen, municipality
chairmen and NGO officials
Duration 1 2 days
Location 1 RDA training center in Bogra
Beneficiaries 2 UP members, field staff of govt. departments, NGO workers,
school teachers
Duration 2 1 day
Location 2 RDA training center in Bogra
Topics Need of birth registration and present status of birth registration
Children rights and UN convention on children rights, relation between
birth registration and children rights
Birth registration process in union parishads and municipalities
Techniques of determining the date of birth and factors to considered at
the time of collection of birth related information
General rules to be followed at the time of birth registration
Rules of recording birth related information in birth related &
techniques of corrections
Roles & responsibilities of persons involved in birth registration: health
and family planning worker, teachers, NGO workers
Organizational structure of birth registration programme
Reporting and monitoring system
Techniques of effective operation of birth registration programme
Birth and registration law 2004
Title Roles and responsibilities of UP
Beneficiaries UP chairmen, secretaries and members
Duration 4 days
RDA training center in BograLocation
Topics Local governance
Important acts of UP ordinance 1983
Responsibilities and activities of UP
Role and activities of UP chairman and members
Role and responsibility of UP secretary and village police
UP relation with the various department of central government
UP coordination and network with various govt. and non govt.
organization
UP meetings
Standing committees and their activities
Village court
Identification and selection of local resources
Planning and implementation process at the local level
Present condition of union parishad and need of powerful local
government
Union Parishad budget
RDA
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Number of trainers For basic trainings: 300 LGED staff and 150 extern
For intensive trainings: 63 LGED staff and 21 extern (21 Unions)
Training of trainers TOT organized internally by LGED when required
Training module development process Develop by LGED and extern consultant
Training modules
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Training for UDCC
UDCC members
information not available
information not available
UDCC roles and responsibilities
PRA workshop
Participatory approach and good governance
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Training for UP members
UP chairman and members
information not available
information not available
Roles and responsibilities of UP members
UP structure and functions/good governance
Financial management and record keeping
Gender and development
Participatory project monitoring and supportive supervision
Resource mobilization/generation
Training for UP female members
UP female members
information not available
information not available
Roles and responsibilities of women UP members
Women rights and gender development
Role and responsibility in environment and hygiene promotion
RDP- 24 Local Development Coordination Programme - LCDP
LGED
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RDP-25 Local Government Strengthening - LGS
Detailed information on the four following trainings could not be found
Tax assessment and budget preparation
Training manual for orientation on the rules of local governance and
responsibilities of the members
On-the-job training for filling up, updating and maintenance of registers
On-the-job training for preparation of UP supplementary budget
RDP-26 Local Government Improvement plan - LGIP
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Basic training for UP chairman, members and secretary
UP chairman, members and secretary
3 days
District Head Quarter
Local governance in Bangladesh
Roles of UP
UP planning
Annual budget
Scheme implementation and UP source of revenues
Participative discussion
Strengthening UP
UP office management
Local resource management
Construction of bridge and culvert
LCS management
Hat/Market management and management of place allocation for the
woman in the market
Leasing of hat/market
Build up the village structure and conservation
Road safety
Gram sarker
Village court
Environment conservation
Material for intensive training to community is in preparation
Union Parishad Complex Construction Project, LGED
This training was prepared by the Khan Foundation in consultation with LGED for the “Union Parishad Complex
Construction Project” of LGED (not described in the present report. The training course was implemented by
Khan Foundation with the support of LGED.
Title Effective participation of UP chairman, members and secretary to
establish good governance
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
UP chairman, members and secretary
information not available
at Union level
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Topics
First Part:
Second Part:
Third Part
Fourth Part
Fifth Part
Sixth Part
Local Government and Union Parishad: Central Government and
relations, UP organisational structure, UP standing committees, UP
activities
Office Management and responsibility of the respective UP members
Financing, budget preparation, account maintenance, audit, sources
of income, taxation, funds
Planning and Development work of Union Parishad, human resource
development, physical infrastructure development, project planning
and implementation
Actions of LGED in village framework development, development
projects, infrastructure contribution in poverty reduction, future vision
and roles of LGED
Union Parishad and other development activities: village court, health
and education, environment and sustainable development, gender
equity, protection of child and women rights
Number of trainers
Training of trainers
Training module development process
information not available
information not available
Training modules developed through collaboration between donor
agencies, NILG
Training modules
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Title
Topics
Human rights and legal issues - Module 2
UP chairmen and members
3 days
Information not available
Problem analysis of human rights and fundamental rights
Human rights and fundamental rights
Women rights
Marriage and its condition
Polygamy
Talak and Hillah (Divorce and re-marriage)
Guardianship
Laws relating to violence against women and children
Village court
Shalish
BUILD, IFS
CARE Bangladesh
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Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Orientation module for UP members and secretary
UP members and secretary
3 days
Information not available
History and evolution of local government
Roles and responsibilities of union parishad
Roles and functions of chairmen
Democratic principals, behaviour, values
Discussion on citizen roles
Good governance
Roles and responsibilities of UP members and secretaries
Women members of union parishad
Development strategies
Concept of stakeholders
Courtyard meeting and new initiatives
Importance of UP development planning and social mapping
Multiyear development plan of UP
Gender
Awareness raising and leadership development
UP women representatives
Information not available
Information not available
Roles and responsibilities of UP
Analysis of condition and position of women in Bangladesh
Importance rational of women leadership in respect of rural
socioeconomic condition
Role of women members in UP development activities
Strategy, action of women empowerment and women leadership
Leadership and quality of good leader
Roles and responsibilities of women leader
Title Active coordination process between UP representatives and govt.
employees working at UP level
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
UP members, governmental employees
3 days
Information not available
Roles and responsibilities of UP
Objective and activities of UP complex
UP constitution and activities
Potential activities of UP standing committees
Coordination activities of UP
Activities of Agriculture Department employees seating in UP complex
and coordination activities of elected representatives
Activities of Fisheries and Livestock Department employees seating in
UP complex and coordination activities of elected representatives
Activities of Rural Development and Social Welfare Department
employees seating in UP complex and coordination activities of
elected representatives
Activities of LGED and Public Health Department employees seating
in UP complex and coordination activities of elected representatives
Activities of the Native and Education Department employees seating
in UP complex and coordination activities of elected representatives
Coordinated work plan by the employees of UP complex and UP
representatives
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Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Human rights and legal issues - Module 3
UP secretaries
2 days
Information not available
Roles of UP secretary on human rights, fundamentals rights and
women rights
Duties and responsibilities of union parishad and its secretaries in
accordance to the laws and family affaires and NARI O SHISHU
NIRJATON AIN
Settlement of disputes in village court and the responsibilities of UP
secretary
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Financial management of union parishad
UP secretaries
2 days
Information not available
Financial responsibilities of UP chairman and secretary
UP standing committees and their roles
Leasing system of market, its management and principles of leasing
money distribution
Source of fund of UP, fund raising mechanism, maintenance and
utilization of funds
Assessment of UP household taxes
Tax collection procedure of UP
Provident fund of UP officials (act 1994)
Strategy of UP budget preparation
Accounts and bookkeeping of UP
Financial register of UP
Financial audit of UP
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Human rights and legal issues - Module 1
Stakeholders
3 days
Information not available
Human rights and fundamental rights
Women rights and dignity
Role of stakeholders to prevent violation of human rights, fundamental
rights and women rights
family laws
Laws relating to violence against women and children
Roles of stakeholders to prevent violation of family and women rights
Shalish (mediation) process and necessity of women's participation in
shalish
Village court and people participation
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Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Training module on ward level stakeholders (Community people)
Community people
Information not available
Information not available
Roles and responsibilities of UP
Democratic principles
Condition and status of men and women in rural areas
Civic roles and functions of constituents
Concept of stakeholders
Courtyard forum
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Training module for village police
Village police
Information not available
Information not available
Functions of UP
History of village police
Roles and responsiblities of village police
Authority and power of village police
Number of trainers
Training of trainers
Training module development process
4 field officers (FO) UP for UP level training and 3 FO Community for
pNGO and community level training with the support of training &
documentation officer
By hiring consultant for specific topics
With the support of external consultant and training & documentation
officer
With the help of field officers and representatives of pNGOs
When necessary through need assessment and field test
Training modules
Title UP roles and responsibilities for Watsan (Facilitator's manual)
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
UP members, chairman and secretary
1 day
at UP level
UP situation analysis on Watsan
Which activities to be carried out by the UPs to develop Watsan
Group presentation on which activities are undertaken by UPs now
and in future to develop Watsan situation
Compulsory and Watsan related activities of the UPs
Roles and responsibilitiesy of UP Watsan committees
How can the project SDSD help UP regarding in the Watsan
What are the next steps to be taken by UPs?
DASCOH
SDSD
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Title
Beneficiaries
Training on UP planning and budgeting
UP members, chairman and secretary, pNGO staff, gram sarkar
representatives, local elites; In total 20 persons
Duration 1 day
Location
Topics
Title
Beneficiaries
Stakeholder analysis workshop
Duration
Location
Topics
at UP level
UP budget and its standard according to government rules
UP budget preparation tactics
What to be considered during the budget preparation
Analysis of village and ward level plans
Budget draft preparation
UP representatives and standing committees (limited to 25 people)
half day workshop
at UP level
Identification of potential state or non state stakeholders, their
importance, influence and supportiveness to UP
Initiating collaboration and linkage with supportive stakeholders
Title
UP and village/ward based organization's roles and responsibilities to
implement Watsan activities
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
One male and one female representatives of each VBO and WBO (20
to 25 participants)
1 day
at village level
Present situation of Watsan in the Union
Which activities are being taken now and could be taken in future by
village/ward based organizations? How can extern implemented
projects and UP assist the village/ward based organizations?
Identification of UPs' present activities to develop the Watsan situation
and future activities to be undertaken. Village/ward based
organizations' planning for the next financial year
UP Watsan compulsory and voluntary work and the activities of UP
Watsan standing committees. What kind of support SDSD project can
give to the UP?
UP female members role in Watsan activities gender
issuesIdentification of potential state or non state stakeholders, their
importance, influence
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Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Training manual for the training of advocacy committee
Members of the advocacy committees in PRC project
Information not available
Information not available
Advocacy committee: roles and functions, members, activities and
facilities
Advocacy: meaning and ways to advocate
Media Advocacy: role and importance of media, practical sides of
advocacy
Communication planning
PRC Project: concept, objectives, activities, media advocacy, direct
lobbing, strategy to mobilize the grassroots people
Number of trainers
Training of trainers
Training module development process
Information not available
Information not available
Information not available
Training modules
Information not available
Information not available
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Training manual for the training of Union Parishad representatives
UP representatives
Union parishad in the constitution, UP structure, roles and
responsibilities of UP members and UP committees
Union parishad activities
Financial management of the UP
Resource management of the UP
Project management
Central government control on UP
UP meetings, information writing and sharing
Leadership
Advocacy, media advocacy
Networking
Title Formation of Community Resource Person group (CRPG), its
activities and roles
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
One male and one female representatives of each VBO and WBO (20
to 25 participants)
1 day
DASCOH training center
Roles of CRP, steps for the selection of CRP
CRP selection and implementation process
Divide CRP in groups
CRP group's roles and responsibilitiesPresent situation of Watsan in
the Union
Democracywatch
People's Reporting Center (PRC)
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Topics Overview of human rights situation in Bangladesh
Overview of media and their reporting on human right
Reports' guidelines
Human right concept and implementation
Rights of the victim
Police investigation and human rights
Procedure of arrest and rights of the detainee
Detention of children/juvenile
Detention of women
Women and children rights
Safe custody and human rights
Enforcement of law and public order
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Journalists' training on human rights reporting (manual for participants)
Local Journalists
Information not available
Information not available
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Gender and governance training programme
Graduated people and development activists
4 months course
Democracywatch Dhaka office
Gender perspectives
Conceptualising gender
Gender and development
Gender and governance
Gender issue and Bangladesh perspectives
Good governance and Human rights
Conceptualization of good governance
Problem and issues of governance
Constitution of Bangladesh
Different branches of governance of Bangladesh
Parliament and governance in Bangladesh
Local governance
Human rights
Child rights
Public interest litigation
Right to information
Governance and civil society
Developing a campaign and advocacy
Research Methodology
Preliminary aspects
Different approaches for conducting a research
How to conduct a study
Report writing
4 months course for graduated people and development activists, Democracywatch
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Number of trainers
Training of trainers
Training module development process
IED has a training team of 4 project staff from IED Head Office who are
providing training, sometime field organizers are helping them at the
field level;
IED mostly recruits skilled persons as internal trainers;
IED organizes training, workshop, study circle, issue based sharing
and other learning & skill development events for its staff.
Through need assessments, sharing workshops and considering the
recommendations of previous evaluation reports of local government
projects from like minded development organizations (i.e. BNPS, PRIP
TRUST, CARE and GoB, i.e. NILG).
Training modules
Title
Beneficiaries 1
Duration 1
Location 1
Beneficiaries 2
Duration 2
Location 2
Topics
Training on UP management, participatory planning and gender
UP chairmen and secretaries
3 days
IED Central Office Dhaka
UP members
3 days
IED Upazila level field office
Democracy and social mobilization
Local governance
Union parishad
Union parishad activities
Roles and responsibilities of UP representatives
Office management
Participatory planning
Financial management (Budgeting)
People's participation
Project management
Communication
Gender and union parishad
Local governance
Social environment
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Primary awareness course
Organised grassroots group members
2 sessions of half day per month
at field level
Democracy
UP functions
Legal rights
Gender
Local governance
Health and Environment
Social environment
IED
PDSJE
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Title Orientation for community forum (CF) on UP, civic rights, social
environment and gender
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Community forum members
1 day
field level
Community rights
Social mobilization
Local level advocacy
Gender
Local governance
Active union parishad
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Training on social mobilization, local level advocacy and gender
IED staff
3 days
IED Central Office Dhaka
Democracy
Social mobilization
The strategy of social mobilization
Effectiveness of social mobilization
Local and national level advocacy
Gender
Active union parishad
People's participation
Recapitulation
Beneficiaries Training Place Trainers
UP Chairmen and
secretaries
IED Central
Office Dhaka
Central Office Project Staff and external resource persons
UP Members Centre Office / Field
Centre Coordinator, Development Officer Cum Accountant
(DOA), Local Resources (UNO, Social Welfare Officer,
PIO), Assistant Training Officer from Central Office
Community Forum
Members
Field Centre Coordinator
Development Officer Cum Accountant (DOA)
IED Staff IED Central
Office Dhaka
4 persons of Central Office
5 external resource persons from CBSG, Prantic, NGO
Forum, Plan Bangladesh, Dhaka University
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Number of trainers
Training of trainers
Training module development process
9 persons
In house training, previous experiences
Developed by own training cell and extern resources persons
(consultants)
Training modules
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
TOT on gender, human rights and leadership development
Executive director of partner NGOs, pNGO's trainers
4 days
NUK training center
Basic of training
Central & local government
Structure of local government, union parishad, roles and
responsibilities of UP representatives
Standing committee
Annual development plan
UP budget
Gender
Human rights
Prevent violence against women
The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women (CEDAW)
Leadership development
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Gender, human rights and leadership development
UP women members
3 days
at local level
Central & local government
Structure of local government, union parishad, roles and
responsibilities of UP representatives
Standing committee
Annual development plan
UP budget
Gender
Human rights
Prevent violence against women
The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women (CEDAW)
Leadership development
NUK
Strengthening Women Rights & Representation in Local Government project
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Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Gender, human rights, leadership development and transparency
UP chairmen
3 days
at local level
Central & local government
Structure of local government, Union parishad, roles and
responsibilities of UP representatives
Standing committee
Annual development plan
UP budget
Internal transparency
Gender
Human rights
Prevent violence against women
Family law
The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women (CEDAW)
Leadership development
Title Advocacy skill building, budget preparation and utilization and internal
transparency
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Executive committee members and women policy committee members
of Bangladesh Union Parishad Forum (BUPF)
2 days
NUK training center
Central & local government
Structure of local government, union parishad, roles and
responsibilities of UP representatives
Advocacy
UP budget preparation and utilization
Internal transparency
Number of trainers
Training of trainers
Training module development process
32 staff; each giving training of their respective topics and working
fields
Learning by doing and by their own skilled staff (Director)
Field experience, previous experience and need assessment
POWER project
Prip Trust
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Title Foundation course for female UP members
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Female UP members
5 days
in 33 Upazila based training room facilities (such as UNO office
conference room or NGO office training room)
The social, political and economical structure of Bangladesh
Condition & status of women
The forms of violence against women: fatwa, polygamy, children
marriage, divorces
Women and law in the constitution of Bangladesh
Legal aid of women: role of union Parishad
Roles and responsibilities of UP to develop the local autonomous
institutes & grassroots level of Bangladesh
Some important article of the local government act. 1983, amendment
1993 & 1997
The role of UP chairman, members and secretary
The process of conducting meeting & the standing committees of LG
Fund and source of income of UP: setting and collecting tax
Budget and financial management of UP
Village court
Social development committee
Preparation of action plan
The profile of the ideal UP member
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Training on project management
Female UP members
4 days
in Ashania Mission Training hall room, Dhaka
Physical infrastructure development: Role of UP
Rural maintenance programme (RMP)
Food assistance programme
Type of project under ADP
Feasibility study of the projects
Union and Thana planning and approval of projects
Implementation of projects
Monitoring and supervision of projects
Problems in project formulation and implementation
RM and benefits of RMP
Responsibilities of RMP staff
Form of assistance of food for work programme
Rainy season food assistance: test relief (TR)
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Training modules
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Executives and staff of NGOs
7 days
Prip Trust training room, Dhaka
Participatory training techniques
Presentation skills
Condition and position of women in the society
Responsibilities of UP members in the Union Parishad
Women rights in the constitution, existing law and rights for women
Some important article of the local government act. 1983, amendment
1993 & 1997
Structure of local governance in Bangladesh
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Basis training on ''Social development committee''
Female UP members, local leaders
3 days
in Union Parishad Office or ward based NGO office
Designing & planning for local governance
Resource mobilization
Collection of local information and its use for planning
Ensure people's participation
Relevant factors of decision making process
Communication
Communication, media, news report
Title
Beneficiaries 1
Duration 1
Location 1
Beneficiaries 2
Duration 2
Location 2
Topics
Women leadership development training for the UP female members
Women leaders and female UP members
3 days
in Upazila based training room facilities (such as UNO office
conference room or NGO office training room)
TOT: Training for NGOs workers
5 days
in Prip Trust Conference room, Dhaka
Personal development
Gender issues
Concept of leadership
Definition of women leadership
Different types of leadership
Quality of leaders
Women empowerment
Conflict resolution
Effective communication
Strengthening leadership roles and skills
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Title TOT course on ''Foundation course for female UP members''
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Gender and advocacy training
Staff of pNGO, UP members
3 days
BARD Comilla
Analysis of men and women qualities, roles and responsibilities in the
existing society
Task analysis as a woman UP member: identify the problems
Definition of ''advocacy''
Setting agenda towards advocacy
Techniques of advocacy
Networking and importance of women's organization
Planning for advocacy
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
TOT course on ''Social development committee''
Staff of pNGOs
5 days
in VHSS training room, Shamoly Dhaka
Training techniques used in this course
Facilitators role and presentation skills
Designing & planning for local governance
Techniques for resource identification and mobilization
Collection of local information and its use for planning
Ensure people's participation
Relevant factors of decision making process
Communication, media, news report
Topics Social revolution and present situation
Gender, characteristics of men and women
Present situation of men and women in the different level of the
society
UP activities and women's roles in development
Women related national and international laws and ethics and the role
of UP
The logic of man and women equal responsibility in the UP activities
Necessity of women's participation in the village court and in the
arbitration (shalish). What is law and why? Source of law
State and government
Number of trainers
Training of trainers
Training module development process
3 trainers
Through TOT course conducted by a consultant
Developed with the assistance of consultants
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Gender based UP management
UP chairman, members and secretary
3 days
Rupantar training center
Training modules
Rupantar
Improving Local Level Governance (ILLG) Project
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Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Union Parishad and representatives' roles
UP chairman, members and secretary
3 days
Rupantar training center
Evolution of local government in Bangladesh
UP and representatives responsibilities
The necessity of UP based committees and meetings
UP relation with national government and administration
UP representatives role to ensure the proper using of resources
UP representatives capacity building on dispute solving
Citizen responsibilities for the union parishad
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Citizens role in local arbitration (shalish) and court system
Union level citizen leaders of ILLG project
2 days
Rupantar training center
What is law and why? Source of law
State and government
Classification of law and court
Fouzthari and family law
What is conflict and how to solve it?
Group work and presentation of existing shalish system
What is shalish, its necessity and steps
Village court and conflict resolution casesLocal governance
Important acts of UP ordinance 1983
Responsibilities and activities of UP
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Environmental conservation and disaster management
Union level citizen leaders of ILLG project
2 days
Rupantar training center
Environment and environmental pollution
People's initiative to environment conservation
Combined roles of community/citizen and UP representatives to
environment conservation
Natural disaster in Bangladesh
Tornado alertness system
Group presentation on disaster preparation
Union and Upazilla disaster management committees
Disaster survey
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Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Training on disaster related subjects
Open for all
2 days
Rupantar training center
What is environment?
Disaster in Bangladesh and it's reason
Cyclone alertness system in Bangladesh
Responsibility of national, regional and local disaster management
committees
Volunteer's responsibility regarding the cyclone signal
NGO's responsibility to confronting disaster
Survey on disaster (before, during and after the disaster)
Work plan in case of disaster
Development
Participatory system
Leadership
Gender
Number of trainers
Training of trainers
Training module development process
8 full time training staff, and occasionally field staffs and supervisors
Through TOT, training from Brake, experience sharing
Own training department to develop the trainings
Training topics selected by need assessment and data collection from
different sources.
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Shalish management and implementation training module (with helpout)
UP and civil society leaders, NGO trainers and fieldworkers
5 days
information not available
What is conflict/argument?
What are the different types of conflict/argument?
Ways to solve an argument/conflict
What is shalish and its role
Procedure of shalish
Effectiveness of shalish in conflict solving
How to proceed a shalish meeting
Case study and presentation (conflict for land, women violence, quarrel
between husband and wife, dowry)
Characteristics of a good judge
Training modules
Uttaran
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Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
UP laws and orders (with helpout)
UP leaders
5 days
Information not available
UP structure and activities
Requirements for UP members to be elected
Administrative activities
Security related activities
Development activities
UP compulsory activities
UP voluntary and initiated activities
Conduct of UP meeting, decision making
UP standing committees
UP funds management and saving
Source of income
UP head of expenses and system of expense
Budget preparation, accounting, audits
Roles and responsibilities of UP chairman
Members salary, allowance and honorarium
Roles and responsibilities of UP male/female members
Roles and activities related to UP shalish, conflict resolution
Activities of gram sarkar and its formation
Roles and responsibilities of village police
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Gender and development
Members of the organization
5 days
Information not available
Concept of gender
Difference between sex and gender
Gender based labour division
Gender relations
Situation and status of man and woman (family, society, state)
Man headed society
Influencing women
Women in the constitution of Bangladesh
Human, women rights and family law
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Training guidelines for UP representatives
Members of the organization
4 days
Information not available
Knowledge and evolution of self-governing local government
UP structure
Necessity and activities of union parishad
UP role in the development of physical infrastructure
Role and responsibilities of UP chairman and members
Role and responsibilities of village police
UP project planning and implementation
UP budget planning and financial management
Women's participation in UP activities
NGO and development planning
Introduction of NGO activities in Bangladesh
Establishing collaboration among UP and NGOs
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Number of trainers
Training of trainers
Training module development process
? - The project uses the services of NILG, BARD Comilla and RDA
Bogra. Other local resource persons are although involved as trainers,
as UNO, LGEG Engineer, etc.
UNDP is giving support and TOT to NILG, BARD and RDA staff
Field visit, secondary information, previous experience. The whole the
training material will be revised for the 2nd project phase by a pool of
specialists (NILG, NUK)
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Management of laws and responsibilities
Stakeholders (UP members, civil society)
2 days
Information not available
Knowledge on Bangladesh democratic local government
UP structure and activities
UP role in the development of physical infrastructure
Roles and responsibility of UP chairman and UP members
Roles and responsibility of village police
UP planning and development
UP budgeting and financial management
Women's participation in UP activities
NGO and development planning
Introduction of NGO activities in Bangladesh
Establishing collaboration among UP and NGOs
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
Helpout for trainers of UP leaders
trainers of UP leaders
2 days
Information not available
Learning management
Training material, methods, timing
Programme planning
Evaluation
UNDP
SLGDFP
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Duration
Location
Topics
4 days
RDA training center in Bogra
Local governance
Important acts of UP ordinance 1983
Responsibilities and activities of UP
Role and activities of UP chairman and members
Role and responsibility of UP secretary and village police
UP relation with the various department of central government
UP coordination and network with various govt. and non govt.
organization
UP meetings
Standing committees and their activities
Village court
Selection and purchasing of local resources
Planning and implementation process at the local level
Present situation of Union Parishad and vision of a powerful local
government
Union Parishad budget
Title
Beneficiaries
Duration
Location
Topics
TOT on participatory planning
Union facilitators team
6 days
RDA training center in Bogra
Training process
Adult training rules
Training system
Discussion system
Brain storming
Role play
Games
Using of training material
Communication
Timing
Participatory development plan
PRA
Awareness and knowledge on the project
Map drawing
Problem identification, and prioritization and solving
Identifying and prioritizing potential schemes
Title
Beneficiaries
Roles and responsibilities of UP
UP chairman, secretary and members
Training modules
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Pedagogical and sensitization material
Rupantar
 Leaflets for civil society:
Good justice: what can civil society do? (in bangla, 8p. by Rafiqul Islam Khokon, sept. 2004): People's rights,
shalish, poor & land rights, porr mobilization, court, women and children violence cases, UP and social leaders
as justice defender
Rights of city citizen (in bangla, 32p. by Rafiqul Islam Khokon, mai 2004): City corporation and citizen
responsibilities, relationship citizen - city corporation, democracy, people's rights
Questions and answers on our UP (in bangla, 8p. sept. 2003): UP history, functions, roles and responsibilities,
committees, officials, secretary, UP resources, taxes, salaries, transparency and accountability, UP roles in
justice, women and children's rights, personal management
Mobilization of civil society, formation of committees (in bangla, 3p. June 2003): Rules, purposes, actions, steps,
organizational structure, members, involvement in local governance
LITERATURE
General literature
GHK (2003), Local governance and service delivery to the poor: Bangladesh case study; Paper prepared for the
Manila Workshop on Local Government Pro-Poor Service Delivery, 9-13th February 2004 sponsored by UNDP
and UNCDF
Hossain Zillur Rahman (2001), Actors and roles, Community capacities and local governance; Power and
Participation Research Center (PPRC).
Hossain Zillur Rahman (2001), Re-thinking local governance towards a livelihoods focus; PPRC policy paper
1/01; Power and Participation Research Center (PPRC).
Hossain Zillur Rahman and co. (2003), Implementation of Gram Sarkars: A rapid assessment of process,
outcome and perceptions, and Participation Research Center (PPRC) in association with Unnoyan Sammunay &
Brotee
Hossain Zillur Rahman, Tofail Ahmed & PPRC Team (2003), Insights for decentralization strategy-making,
Reviewing grassroots institution building experiences; Power and Participation Research Center (PPRC).
Kirsten Westergaard, 2000, Decentralization in Bangladesh: local government and NGOs, Center for
Development Research, Copenhagen, Denmark; Paper prepared for presentation at the Colloquium on
Decentralization and Development at Department of Political Science.
PPRC (2003), Union Elections, 2003 and the new rural leadership: a research assessment; Local Government
Support Group
Salahuddin Aminuzzaman (?), Decentralization in Bangladesh: what went wrong?; University of Dhaka
Salahuddin Aminuzzaman (2003), Overview of the regulatory framework of functional responsibilities of local
government; University of Dhaka
Salahuddin Aminuzzaman, M. Asaduzzam, Mobasser Momen, July 2002, Series Workshop, Perception of
Governance: the unheard voices; organized by Manabik Shahajya Sangstha (MMS); research paper.
SDC (2001), Review/stocktaking in local governance, by Prof. Zarina Rahman Khan and Dr. Akther Hussain,
University of Dhaka
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Work and power of UP (in bangla, 4p. dec. 2002): UP functions and responsibilities, funds and taxes,
development, justice, standing committees
Women in politics and local governance (in bangla, 32p. by Rafiqul Islam Khokon, nov. 2002): Good governance,
democracy and development, history of local governance, Union, Upazila, District
Grant allocation to UPs - guidelines for UP chairman and members on to well use of Union development funds
(in bangla, 28p. by Rafiqul Islam Khokon, april 2005). Contents: purpose of funds, budget preparation and
approval, annual development plan preparation and approval, plan review and management, implementation of
planned projects, process of open tender, helpful workout for the well use of funds
Succession laws and women of Bangladesh (in bangla, 40p. by Rokeya Kabir, dec. 2004)
Dr. Tofail Ahmed, Prof. Masuda M. Rashid Chowdhury, Mashuda Khatun Shefali (2003) Gender dimensions in
Local Government Institutions; Nari Uddug Kendra (NUK)
CARE Bangladesh (2003), A mechanism of regular interactions between the elected representatives and the
community members can accelerate the local governance; Capacity-BUILD project, IFSP
CARE Bangladesh (2003), Aware grassroots (some success stories of capacity-BUILD project); Capacity-BUILD
project, IFSP
CARE Bangladesh (2003), Govt. and Non-govt. coordination meeting at Mirzapur Union Parishad An attempt to
establish a replicable best practice; Capacity-BUILD project, IFSP
CARE Bangladesh (2003), Assessment of Customer Satisfaction (vulnerable households) on local government
activities; Capacity-BUILD project, IFSP
CARE Bangladesh (2001), Enabling the poor to participate in local politics in Bangladesh a study of CARE's and
other NGO's roles in activating poor women politically; by Emilie Aner and Elin Bjarnegard, Students of political
science at Uppsala University, Sweden; Capacity-BUILD project, IFSP
Salahuddin Aminuzzaman (?), Diagnostic Survey Report a report of the diagnostic survey capacity building
interventions of BUILD Project, CARE Bangladesh



Brochure for UP chairman and members
Brochure for civil society
Brochure about gender and local governance
IED
NUK
BUILD project - CARE Bangladesh
Publications related to projects or approaches, published by the
presented institutions
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CARE Bangladesh
Char Livelihood Project CLP
IED
NILG
Participatory Rural Development Project - PRDP
UNDP
Mahbubul Islam Khan (?), Facilitating Improvements in governance: approaches and experiences of CARE
Bangladesh
CARE Bangladesh (2002), Sysphus revisited: Promoting improved governance in Bangladesh; written by Stefan
Nachuk
CARE Bangladesh (2005), Summary of rights-governance-education pilot projects and research studies financed
largely from unrestricted funds; Draft 27 Apr-2005
DFID (2004), Chars Livelihood Programme Programme Memorandum; prepared for the Government of
Bangladesh
Salahuddin Aminuzzaman (2005), Governance and politics: study on the interface of Union Parishad, NGO and
local actors; report prepared for IED; University of Dhaka
NILG (1999), Executive summary - Report on needs assessment for building capacity for local governance;
BCLG Project (BGD/97/001), NILG Dhaka
PRDP & BRDB (2004), Link Model Manual - The manual contains an essence of field experiences and
guidelines explaining the “link model”; in bangla and english
BRDB & JICA (2004) Report on the final seminar on Participatory Rural Development Project: Developing
Human Capacity under link model 25-26 January 2004, Dhaka, Bangladesh; Edited by Majibar Rahman, Dr.
Kichiji Yajima
UNDP (2003), Fiscal transfer to local government in Bangladesh
UNDP (2003), Proceeding of the national workshop on Decentralized planning and resource allocation to union
parishad: lessons learnt from Sirajganj local governance development fund project; 14th-15th December 2003,
LGED Auditorium
UNDP (2004), Decentralized governance for development: a combined practice note on decentralization, local
governance and urban/rural development
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A1 - institutions implementing projects related to local
governance in sunamganj district
Grameen Janakallyan Sangsal (GJKS)
Friends in Village Development Bangladesh (FIVDB)
Inter Cooperation (IC)
Efforts for Rural Advancement (ERA)
Jamil Chowdhury (President), 0821- 714370, gjkssyl@btsnet.net
GJKS has been a regional NGO registered since 1985. Their work focuses on providing assistance to vulnerable
people and has emphasized since 2000 work on governance improvement. The entry point was assisting an
union parishad and 10 upazila parishad in forming a Disaster Management Committee (UP standing committee).
This Committee is formed by UP members, representatives of government officials at Union level, civil society
members and vulnerable people. The committee's major activities are to develop local level planning on disaster
management in order to reduce the risk to vulnerable people during disasters.
Under the partnership with CARE, trainings on “Roles and Responsibilities of Disaster Management Committee”
and “Follow up Activities on Disaster Management Committee” have been given to the committee members at
the three tiers (District, Upazila and Union). 84 volunteers of the Union Disaster Management Committees also
assisted in a training on “Risk and Disaster Management”. Through its activities, the project aims to convince UP
members, UNO and DC about the importance of local level participation of people in the planning process.
Shahid Jahan (Program Associate), 0821-761221.
FIVDB is an NGO working in the field of integrated community development through health, education, WatSan,
micro-credit and skills training. FIVDB is implementing a project called “Income generating vulnerable group
development” (IG VGD) involves UP representatives in the selection of vulnerable groups. The project is funded
by World Food Programme (WFP) and Department of Women Affairs (DWA) and covers all the UPs of
Sunamganj.
FIVDB is also implementing a local governance improvement programme funded by USAID in Moulovi Bazaar
District (Sylhet Division).
Shamim Ahmed (Regional Coordinator), 0871-61485.
IC is an swiss NGO specializing in the field of sustainable land use. In Sunamganj IC started to implement the
LEAF project (Livelihood Empowerment and Agro-forestry) funded by SDC. The project aims to improve the skills
and capacity of the community to address their needs and find solutions to their problems through the formation
and coordination of CBOs. Links with local government are encouraged whenever needed and CBOs try to
participate in the standing committees of the UP.
Sirajul Islam (ED), 0871-55157.
ERA is a local NGO that has been working in Sunamganj since 1997. ERA is implementing a rehabilitation
project sponsored by Oxfam in Tahirpur. The schemes are selected, implemented and monitored by committees
formed by community people and UP representatives. Additionally community people are given orientation
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courses once a week on vegetable gardening, dowry, child marriage, sanitation, nursing etc. UP representatives
regularly take part in these orientations. ERA has planned to start giving training sessions on disaster
management in September 2005.
ERA is implementing another project with the World Fish Centre in Derai whose objective is to assist fishermen
to get their rights for accessing the fishing resources.
Ashiqur Rahman, 0821-761365.
VARD is a regional NGO working in greater Sylhet since 1988. VARD helps communities to identify their
problems and needs as well as develop solutions in a participatory way. By implementing their plan the
communities look for needed collaboration with UP representatives.
VARD has a project of participatory budget planning in 5 unions of the Jamalgonj Upazila. The budget draft is
prepared by the UP and published in a general meeting for discussion, modification and approval.
VARD is also organizing public meetings with community people, governmental staff and UP representatives
where discussions take place on UP development plans, budgets and revenues. Trainings for UP will be
developed in the future.
Alamgir Rahman (Project Coordinator), 0871-61438.
CNRS was founded in 1993 and focuses on ecological management of floodplain ecosystems through
community based management approaches. In relation to local governance CNRS is developing trainings on
project management and scheme implementation for UP representatives in order to improve the use of grants
given by LGED and Water Board for infrastructure development.
Shihab Uddin (ED), Mujammal Haque (PD), 02-9118475, 0871-55851
ASD is a national NGO working since 1988 in education, health, WatSan, credits and advocacy. ASD is
implementing a participatory development project in the Mollapara Union, Sadar Upazila.
The project facilitates the communities to identify an action plan based on their knowledge, experience and
resources in order to improve their own situation. Coordination and involvement of UP representatives is
encouraged as it helps in achieving the action plan. The project also helps enhances people's consciousness
and especially women's participation in decision making under local government bodies.
ASD also gives training to community members on community rights and voting rights.
Akikur Reza (ED), 0172-987067
GUS is a local organization working in Tahirpur Upazila. GUS assists the mobilization of landless persons and
helps them to establish their rights within the government.
Voluntary Association for Rural Development (VARD)
Centre for Natural Resource Studies (CNRS)
Assistance for Slum Dwellers (ASD)
Gana Unnayan Sangsta (GUS)
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A2 - definition of the fields
describing the project approaches
Name of project
Supported by Name of donor(s)
Duration
Partners of implementation
UP committees
Participation, transparency
Coordination with governmental staff
Region of implementation
Objectives
Level of intervention
Mobilization of community,
group formation
Capacity Building
Funds allocation
Assistance for development planning
Gender
Specificity
Training material
Start and foreseen end of present phase of project
pNGOs, private sector, governmental institutions being part of the
implementation of the project
Description of the main objectives of the project
Tiers of the society at which the project activities take place
(community, village, ward, Union Parishad, Upazila, District…)
Description of the temporary or permanent group formation and
mobilization structures put in place by the project in order to achieve
its goals
Description of the capacity building training organized by the projects,
its beneficiaries and specific topics.
Amount of funds allocated by the project directly to groups of people
for them to manage it. Describes the beneficiaries and the purpose of
funds. It does not represent the costs of the project!
Describes which kind of support and assistance (technical, advisory)
is given by the project to make the beneficiaries able to repeat the
processes by themselves in the future (participatory budget meeting,
annual development planning)
UP standing committees or other Union based committees activated
by the project and being involved in the project activities
Project activities or processes of the project beneficiaries ensuring an
improved participation of civil society and transparency in the local
government activities
Activities or processes of the project beneficiaries ensuring an
improved coordination amongst the local government and central
government bodies
Describes project activities focusing on gender issues, if any
Describes any specificity of the project not mentioned in the
previous fields
Describes Unions, Upazilas or Districts where the project takes place
Names the project related training material which were available for
description. There is no guarantee that all the existing training material
has been compiled as most organizations are quite protective
regarding the material they developed.
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Local Government (Thana Parishad and Thana) Administration (Reorganization) Ordinance, 1982
Local Government (Union Parishad) Ordinance, 1983
Local Government (Zila Parishad) Act, 1988
Local Government (Union Parishad) Act, 1989
Village Parishad Act, 1989
Local Government Act Nr. 20, 1997 (election of women in reserved seat)
Gram Sarker Act, 2003
A4 - list of the recent relevant acts and ordinances that
regulate the roles and functions of local government
in bangladesh
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A5 - contacts and addresses of the presented
organizations and projects
NILG
Jamshed Ahmed
Director Training & Consultancy
29, Agargaon; Sher-e-Bangla Nagar
Dhaka-1207
Tel: 880-2-9138451
Fax: 880-2-9122809
Email: nilg@bdonline.com
Sultan Md. Jainal Abedin
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
DASCOH
House 35, Road 117, Gulshan
Dhaka 1212
Phone: 029882657
Fax: 029882659
DASCOH-SDSD Project
Dinga Doba, Lutheran Mission Complex
Rajshahi.
Phone: 0721-776305 (Office)
0721-771354 (Training Center)
Fax: 0721-776305
Email: srkreuz@bdonile.com
DASCOH
Mrs. Taleya Rehman
Founder Executive Director
7, Circuit House Road, Ramna
Dhaka 1000
Tel: 9330405, 9360588-9, 93344225-6
Fax: 880-2-8315807
Cell: 0172074948
Email: dwatch@bangla.net;
www.dwatch-bd.org
Democracywatch
Numan Ahmed Khan
Executive Director
Central Office
House 52, Road 8A, Dhanmondi R/A,
Dhaka 1209,
Phone: +880 2 8158248
Fax: +880 2 8114099,
Email: ied@bangla.net
+ 6 Centre Offices in Netrokona, Sandwip,
Jessore, Mymensingh, Chittagong, Dhaka
IED
RDA
Director General
Rural Development Academy, Bogra
Bogra 5842
Phone: 051-73601-2
Fax: 051-73603
www.rdabogra.com
Email: rdabogra@bttb.net.bd
Mr. Shahidul Hassan
Chief Engineer
LGED Bhaban, Agargaon,
Sher-E-Bangla Nagar, Dhaka-1207
Phone: 8114804, 8116817
Fax: 8113144, 8116390
Email: ce@lged.org, ce-lged@bangla.net
LGED
Pragati RPR Center
20-21, Kawran Bazar (12th floor)
Dhaka-1215, Bangladesh
Phone: 9112315, 8114207
Fax: 8114183
www.carebd.org
+ 21 Field Offices around the country
CARE Bangladesh
22/18 Khilji Rd, Block B
Mohammadpur, Dhaka 1207
Tel: 9115696, 8125804
Fax: 9110088
Email: nari@bangla.net
www.nukbd.org
NUK
Aroma Dutta
Executive Director
House 59A, Satmasjid Road
Dhanmondi R/A, Dhaka-1209
Tel: 880-2-8119111, 8115953, 8110789
Fax: 880-2-8116429
Email: aromadutta@hotmail.com
www.prip.org
PRIP Trust
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Swapan Guha,
Rafiqul Islam Khokan,
Chief Executive
Director
14/1, Farazipara Lane,
Khulna-9100
Phone: 041-731876
Fax: 041-810747
Mobile: 0171-841272
Email: rup@khulna.bangla.net,
rupantar@bttb.net.bd
www.rupantar.org
+ 7 Area Offices in Batiaghata,
Mongla, Bagerhat, Bajua
Dacope, Satkhira, Norail
Shahidul Islam
Executive Director
Head Office
Tala, Satkhira, 0471-64006
Liaison Office
41, Satmasjid Road (3rd floor)
Dhanmondi, Dhaka, Tel: 9122302
Mobile: 0171828305
Fax: 8113095
+ 14 Field Offices
Email: uttaran@bdonline.com
Roland Hodson, Team Leader
Rural Development Academy (RDA) Campus,
Bogra 5842
Tel: 051-60515-8
Fax: 051-60519
Rupantar
Uttaran
CLP Char Livelihood
Programme
PRDP Participatory Rural
Development Project
5th floor, Palli Bhaban
5, Kawran Bazar, Dhaka
Phone & fax: 02-8124113
Email: projectdirector@prdp2.com
Project Office:
222-3 Sirajganj Collectorate
Sirajganj, Bangladesh
Phone: 0751-73485, 72092
Fax: 0751-72092
Local Government Division:
Room 1620, Building 06
Bangladesh Secretariate
Dhaka, Bangladesh
Phone: 8617911, 8616609
Fax: 880-2-8616609
UNDP/UNCDF:
IDB Bhaban
Begum Rokeya Sharani
Agargaon, Sher-e-Bangla Nagar
Dhaka, Bangladesh
Phone: 8118600-6
Fax: 880-2-8113196
Bangladesh Union Parishad Forum
House 22B, Road 36, Gulshan 2, Dhaka 1212
Phone: 8854431
Fax: 8802-8827560
Email: info@nupf.org
President BUPF
0173-016313
Secretary General BUPF
0177-129857
Golam Sarowar
Mustakur Rahman Mafur
SLGDFP
BUPF
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